
'”1:GM MONEY CANNOT BUY. 
Preface

When sigh hunted elephants, he also thought of ] 
we began to make machines, we tried to explain
In the end, it turned out that we simply had been gullible, for we found, 
that we were neither elephants nor machines. The error, however, is our per
petual short circuit. This is the cause for this book. It hopes to erect ?. 
dam against the next erase or erases. For if we are no lions, nor machine;., 
neither are we atoms. Individuals, electrons, aspirines, hormones, not even 
figures or numbers or anti-matter. My dam will not hold if I haye nothing 
more to offer-than the naked protest of my equation: man = man. Fortunately, 
my dam is more solid than just one isolated word..The dam has to be rebuilt 
tine and again ever since "Big Elephant" or "Bloody Tiger" threatened to ru
le as bloody tyrants or since a British- physician testified before the House 
of Lords in the year of the Lord 1817, that he saw no reason on earth why in 
the then new factories, small children could'not work 25 hours a day. Cur. 
real dam against this damnation consists of all the abundance of speech into 
which the Spirit bursts when He makes us eloquent. Speech cannot' help spend
ing of us and to us and through us in many ways. And it does sc in such a 
wealth of ways that sometimes we are transformed into the listener, sometimes 
into the accused ana slandered, sometimes into the loved one, sometimes into 
the servant or the pupil7 aye and sometimes even into the master of our coy 
mistress. But in any case we are neither hunted nor engineered.
The irrevocable quality of'.man in society is that he is vocal. He will invo
ke, be invoked, advoked, provoked, convoked, evoked. If you forget that we 
live by ear and voice, out you go. On the other hand, the man who relies on 
this simple truth, will be the most successful. Mr. Keppel, the father of the 
Commissioner of education in Washington, was the most successful first head of 
the Carnegie Foundation. He had to spend its capital and that meant to spend 
seventy million dollars within a rather short time; this at a,time when 7 2  
million dollars still was an improbable mass of money. He was asked how he 
could do it. His memorable reply was: I play it by ear. But when you look to
day into ponderous books on management, they never seem to come out with any
thing vocal. In front of me lies a volume of 464 pages in small print,, or. work 
and authority in industry: it has an index of round 700 technical terms.
Speech, language, words, conversation, dialogue, quarrel, dispute, discussion, 
agreement, disagreement, unanimity, do not occur. Instead, the term Ideology 
is treated by this author more than sixty times, and often on many pages ir. a 
row. ,
Not once does he mention, that his ideologists might come to blows with •-
of different persuasion; sure enough the words strike and peace are unknown to 
him; in a book on "work and authority". You never read that ideologists mirh; 
have to listen to their wives, their foreman, anybody, despite their ideology- 
Now, ideologies are the nightmares of any man,or group in isolation, in the 
hours before we wake up, on the eve, before we; get engaged and begin to con
verse. In this book, the mature phase when our ideology is check":.:, by h ,
is driven out completely.
To do the man justice, I must report that he has one reference to "Smiles and 
ideologies" in his index. "Aha", I said to myself, "at last, this man's poor 
creatures embroider their mental caves by smiles". I hurried g o  tne pages a t 
reference. Alas, my author writes of Samuel Smiles, without r-miLee or laugbte.f*
Our gift of speech excludes any such monolithic madness. All ifw-n who can •
can free themselves of anything spoken! From this permanent daw .against tyrants
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limself as an elephant 
ourselves as machines.



against philosophers, against - quacks, this- bookx takes’, one, of,its titles : 
the Multiformity of Man. This'other title stresses that it looks l’or the 
Magna Carta against our venality, our being for sale, our being-limitable 
in our freedom of allegiance. _ ’
There is a prehistory to this text and■a history'as-wellj the-reader-mav 
wish to be informed on both. For he - may:'su3pect any-writer nowadays, .wh*v 
pretends that he* cannot be bought for a price. 1 have found-that many' peop
le , readers or listeners,-prefer to[be told by a man, that he'admits-that he 
want3 to make money with his speeches or books. He may even,boast thats'he js 
paid well. However, 1 must admit at the-'outset,' tli&t I have-not made^mono/
.from my books. My lot has been that of the ancients in Greece and Romej, the- 
were paid a honorarium because there the artist, the philosopher,4the teach 
er, the physician, the poet had to receive such' a’honorariumvfor his'jsuppor i , 
so that he could forget about any pricelabel for his ,contribution.*;’He-whose 
works had no price, was the man to receive a honorarium1 outside “any scale c:' 
marketable commodities.!, as little as new born babes, have no marketvalue. I, 
as much as my whole generation', have .been a soldier for’ six-years, four ana a 
half of them during World War One in frontline duty, and two 'of’these years in 
charge of 200 miles of smallgauge railroads around Verdun. <1 was no'engineer, 
no technician. Yet this, was a technicaly-1ask <;and "' I' hadyt.o 1 earnVf a stî Ai; h■; 
end of the. war, ,1 Let my professional career■ slide,--and, entered ,ibhen.big-\faexo- 
ry at which the famous Mercedes Daimleryc’ars'arei built'̂ yl̂ waŝ madê 'dj’.co-edi-- 
tor of the paper which’this giant factory* at the end of’World War’,,!"decided to 
publish. As far, as I know, this was the first,such'paper in 'Germany Mv In' t> e 
war then, I learned to do .technical things. After'the war,. X,had,r'tol’eayn̂  
speak of them to merchants and salesmen, to workers on strike', and even5 tovtw- ' 
gineers, these most inarticulate of.men. Later, .1 taught' at- three -.̂Lif-f erent 
technical'InstitutesIn a third phase,;'! was asked-to foun̂ ;,thVf̂ iTSt'-̂ iAroue- 
my of labour", "a teaching center of academic standing inside a university, for 
labour leaders of all description. 1 * s ' >' 1 • ”
-HenceitoiS;do,- to converse',1" to teachf~ vei8^ h4^fcpxe*ph& ae' : I  
’underwent.:''In a fourtli1 phase, I became very'Vc t ive’’in* adult-education'arid was 
made - to my great surprise - at a World Conference -in Cambridge , * England. Vi oe- 
chairman of the World Association of Adult Education. Against the,though 1 >fty. 
yet too airy climate of adult education,'I-transferred my experiments ,witK 
workcamps for soldiers behind the frontlines ,to camps for farmers,sstudents 
and workers. When I came to USA., I continued this line’of action by,f ouno av; 
Camp ’William James as a leadership training camp for President' ■F.X.Roooeve ii, 
in 1940. Here again, factory workers and university students lived -and worked 
together, not as men and their officers, but both elements as' members of-un
differentiated teams. ' , . - -
While I;was '■travelling on these untrammelled roads, and taught at^Harvard « m- 
versity in six different departments, President Lawrence lowelL' of-Harvard, 
just retired, asked me to deliver The Lowell Lectures in Boston.'They became 
the kernel of this book. . In these lectures crystallized my industrial? appren
ticeship from 1914 to 1934. President Lowell expressed-hisxiSatisi'ac.tion,ar.i i 
was encouraged by his approval - f or "this powerful-eighty years old man. 1?. n n -  
ed to me at a time, 1935? when the Supreme Court could; still, held that a 
sold-his labor as a commodity across the counter. I printed’my; heretical cec- 
trines at my own expense, not only without' any interest among judges' and i'-.v- 
yers, but also at the loss of the esteem-of some leading economists and so a 
psychologists. Mechanical■ engineering was all they could distin? fronn indav 
They called it social engineering. In 1948 the tiny academy which assembled ak 
our home of "Four Wells" as "Beachhead" , printed The i k i l t i f o f , ,  the Lo
well Lectures - a second.time, this time at their expense. .Se\en„years la-c-, • 
German .friends edited it in my old country. This was my opportunity for-a -- -m- 
prehensive addition, a v/hole second part. Whereas the American,versions• oi L3i>



ana 1546 sImply had reasserted our Multiformity of 1 = 1 , 3 ‘and more = 1 ,
2 =• ] . - 1, the German edition developed the consequences of this - libera
tion 'from the two dogmas of man as natural or as reasonable... Hence, the Ame
rican public here receives anew book. Hitherto, it has, existed in private 
prinJp;. without the German new ;half. I have^■rewritten!and enlarged many,par t ■ 
and my new experiences have 1 been worked; in:to the bestt of my ability.. I hod 
to mi!, terms like "The Great Society" and all its corollaries fourty years 
before it became a political slogan, and-at aVtimeythat the,enlightenment of 
the itth century still dominated Harvard* University. This,.is-hard to‘realize 
nowaday s. Now, nearly all look for a platform beyond John-.Stuart Mill or John 
Dewey, on which we may converse for the'coming century, theinext three or four 
generations in some minimum of agreement» For no single.isolated generation 
may claim for the authority to teach, to, give orders, to •invest 1 Hot as;'a fash 
ion of my generation, but as the. lasting experiencefrom a'century of horrors 
do 1 offer these chapters on the Everlasting Man and his everchanging Multi
formity. Alas, if students read Greek in .the original ,Xhwould-identify.,, myself 
with the high hopes of Thucydides at the beginning of his history. For, the 
breathtaking speed of our technical advances has obscuredythe-corollary;-that 
m  two World Wars, three small wars, in the great Soviet and the gigantic Chi
nese revolution and in the catastrophes over many continents, our humanistic 
vocabulary has lost its validity, its fecundity, 'its credibility. Listening to 
the latest wars, interviewing Mobutu, Mao, Sukarno or Nasser'won't do. Who if 
man, m  whose name the yellow, the brown, the black, -and the; allegedly,“White 
man pretends to speak. The latest news about man will make'sense only, if the 
lasting truth from the earliest times serves* as our frame of Preference ’‘again, 
now as ever. The lasting truth is not platitudinous. It is .thê .tested/̂ truth of 
Everlasting Man and only recast in the language of-'our, own:,1Cjentu,ry i,
After World War II, some"social engineers""so .called • penetrated '’the/^hited 3 l 
tes as far.as ,Loa A n g e l e s o f  
leading manufacturers. After some attentive listening, 1 one v of' the1 Californians 
suddenly shouted: "You really dare to tell us that we do not'know how,,-to treat 
our fellow men?" Let us join the phalanx of these good'people from,'Los 'Angeles 
There should be no social driver's licence for "social5 engineers".vLet'then 
make engines and the parts of engines. ’On us, as' God1 s'^partners'God:has tnc 
exclusive copyright. "Mfv v V,

(e . R.- K. Oct. 1966) 1
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preface

fthen m n  touted elephents, he also thought of himself aa an elephant*

When m  begen to make m© chine®, w e tried to explain ourself©® e® nseh|jic>s«

In the end* it turned out thet m  simply had been gullible for w® found 
that w© war® neither elephant® nor machinee* The error, however, is our perpet

ual abort circuit*
This is the cause for this book# It hopes to erect a dam against the ' 

next ©raz® or eraaes* F o r i f  w# ere no lion® nor neohUuM, neither are m  a t m m t 

individuals, electrons, aspirins, hormones, not even figures or numbers or ®nti~

watter*
M y  4 a m  w i l l  n o t hold if I have nothing more to offer than the naked 

protest of m y equation, ssan - sum, Fortunately my dam is more solid then one isol
ated word* The do® has to be rebuilt time and again ever aince^Big elephant w or 
"Bloody Tiger" threatened to rule as bloody tyrants or ©inoe m British physician 

testified before the Sou®© of Lords in the year of the lord 1817 thst he saw no 

reason on earth why in the then n m  factories ass© 11 children could not work 23 hours 
® day* our real dea againct this damnation consist® of e l l  the abundance of speech

into which the sp irit bursts when he makes us eloquent* Speech cannot help sp#®k« 
hi?lug of w ~  and to m  and through us in ismsy ways* ^nd it does so in such e wealth of 

ways that sometimes we fax© transferred into the listeners, sometimes into the ©cons# 
and slandered, sometimes into the loved one, sometimes into the servant, or the pupi 
eye* and sometimes even into the master of our coy mistress • But ̂ ia say esse we 
©r® neither hunted nor engineered*

m m  um&Y cannot a r r



Our gift of speech excludes any such monolithic madness* >11 men, who can speak, 

e&n free themselves of say thing spokenl Fro® this permanent dam ©gainst tyrants, 

©gainst philosophers, fgsiast qussfcs , this bock takes os® of t%& t it le s , the Multi- 
foxaaity of Men* Its other title ©tresses that it looks for the laps Carts* ©gainst 

our venality, our being for sale, our being lisiitable ia our freetoS of ell-Ogienee,

There ia « pre-history to this text sad a history ©s w®ll§ the reader m y  
wish to be informed on both® For ho asy suspect say writer nowadays who pretends 
that he cannot be bought, for a price* I hare found that may people, reader® or
listeners, prefer to be told by a nan, that he admits that fee wats to *ak® money*

with hi® speeches or books. He say even boast that he is paid well* However I must 

admit at the outset that I hsfes aot mad® aotey from ay books* My lot has been that of 
the ancient® in Greece and homes they were paid a honorarium, because there, the 

art le t, the philosopher, the teacher, the physician, the poet hod to reeeive ouch . 
a honorarium for hie support so that he could forget about ®ny sxsk price label for 
hi® contribution* He whose works had m  price, sms*..the men to receive © honorarium -
outside any seel® of Marketable cosaaodities. I ^ in satt little as mm bori^abea
hev® no market value*

1, es much as ay whole c deration, have boon e soldier for six years, four «*

and a half of the® during World **®r on# ia frontline duty, aM two of these year®
in charge of 800 miles of small gauge railroads around Verdun* I v m s no engineer,

no technician* Yet, this w&s ® technical task and I had to leara feat* At the end of
the w ,  I let my professions! parser slide sad entered the big factory of which the •

fbmeus M#re®dss-D»ialer cars ©re built® I was Mi® e co-editor of the paper which
this giant factory at the end of World far I decided to publish* A® far as 1 know

tojto)
this wa© the first such paper in Germehy. In the war then, 1 learned (^wilmieal things 
After the war 1 feed to learn to speak of the® to meroteate end salesmen, to workers 
on strike, sad even to mechanical engineers, these most inartieuhate of mm*
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Capital and Labor are joined together economically i f  th e ir  

combination c a lls  fo rth  collaborators* For, only collabo**

r ato rs can show p ro fits  . They are able the growth, the enlar~ 

gement of the mother p la n t, the e fe c tio n  of branch o f f ic e s , new 

te rp rise s  and -  the most d i f f ic u l t  thing fo r mortal man, x 

succession by e f f ic ie n t  successors•

Without these three r e s u lt? ,th e  business is  

economically s t e r i l e .

Ad the nineteenth century had thp- naive b e lie f  

th a t  everything could be explained by a n tith ese s S l ik e  Capifc&l/r 

and la b o r, black and Hwite, America and Europe, l e f t  and r ig h t ,  

conservative and l i b e r a l ,  so i t  could see raanegement and 

lebor,command and obedience.

We have in s iste d  th a t C ap ita l and Labor are to ta l ly  ImpoS 

te n t w ithout the rennet which d ig ests these element s in to  

co llab o rato rs, fellow ships, s t a f f s ,  a f f i l ia t e d  bodies • w ithin  

these groups, which are Bl not under the law of a d d itio n  

and subtraction , but undvr the ru le s  o£ ra is in g  t6  the 

higher power, labor becomes c a p ita l or c a p ita l  would remain 

worthless.



Second half of text ofWhom Money cannot buy
-  1  -

NBi

NB

NB.
Since

NB.

DLL UNEEZAELBA.RE LHNSCH
English oripihal exists for jja^esTranslation beginning with the lasir ŝ nten1 4- -LJL 'ce p. 1*L7 NB.

Our fully human form only arises in the course of timers' a sequence of the
periods in e man's life from which he has emerged. The victor's life is 
neither a fact nor a concept. It is a symphony of melodies.

The Multiformity of Society
If we st- rt out with the masny periods of production , politics, passions,

4<nâ \and biography, then the fragments of optic 13ioA-«aoa revee 1 themselves in 
their slternatidn^. The abundance of forms through which we appear to one 
another becomes transparent. The ancient name of Proteus, man's eternal ©§r 
capacity for change, or the idea thaf'clothes make people" need not con™ 
fuse us.Tor now’ we can begin to recognize a grammatical order within this 
multiformity. ,;fter all we were never amazed when we were taught in school 
that there is a plural and a singular in grammar, e have always counted on 
there being"comparatives " and "superlatives", "conjugations" and"declensions ".

<?£

However the fraction-reckoning into which we have entered has brought us 
<?ne step beyond ordinary grammar, we have purged it ma± from the grammarians* 
ffnrwiy cTTL u j 1■tfyo k y C our grammar is not left up to chance, he have been forced 
to acknowledge that there is not only a plural and a singular. The collectives, 
Youth for instance, or Labor, the Nation, woman, class, the uerrnan race, have 
confronted us as ̂ idol# or as tTte* basic element of society. the grammar
of the schools has not e obsessions, it will have to yield to a

- s / frcau-rammar of Society. The schools for more than 2000 yea rafter vo tgrU!ghT~acrude
tand incomplete and haphazard grammar, This Alexandrian heirloom has ruined 

or is ruining bour^is and l^oleta rian,Negro and White, Ulergy and laymen, 
as they are caught in a network of ûsSfi!reTfrt̂ffl̂»fe4-^grammatica 1 formations,

. u ± > .the"collectives'yn.nto which they are herded by those who fear, flatter, persuadê  
seduce, hate ,envy or combat them. t-. grammar of Society should teach everts 
son of Lve and & v e r y daughter of i.dam, how he or she appears to others, under



the shel-l̂ of the collectives. Bui/’our people prefer to be shot dead before
2)

replenishing their gramar. grammar school errors sink in so deeply that
you hardly can confront their victims in later life with these errors•friend of nine went to Peru for the U.S. Peace Corps -he was sent to a rem
ote place of the cordilleras; to a university founded fourty years ago by a 
great sage and still WtffStPtjĵ Bĝ this man's memory, tried his best as a

II ute cher of .English, but he had to leave the place as a damn Yankee. When this 
tale of woe v s told by him, I said to him: ifiut you have made it impossible for

it
these proud Peruvians to do otherwise. "How can you say so", he protested.
"Because in your whole report, you never once have used any other name for the
people down under but "Peruvians". To this moment , not even the much adored

separa tefounder of this place in the mdes has received his own/frame from your lips/1 .Ye t, yo 
admit that he was much more then "a Peruvian.Everybody there, to you, has remained a mere particle of the collective "Peru" .
Why then should they call you by any other name except Yankee?One colleetivus 
begets its opposite colleetivus/^ At another occasion I was asked about Viet
nam and 1 replied that ĵ o Chi i.lnh was their national hero and as soon as we 
would speak of him instead of Vietnam, we would be heard. Hext day,the student 
paper had replaced the usual headline on Vietnam by Ho Chi iuinh's name.but 
our Hoc is ̂3c ient is ts are aping, fche physicists and computerize living people 
and named persons. This makes 1 ar inevitable and unending.
Hence, two verities seem to balance each other: we may form every noun into the 
form of the colleetivus. Young; and youth, feminiBejand womanhood,classic and setae 
class h.ve equal right to appear on our tongue. The colleetivus iŝ like the 
rennet of the stomachy a way of treating reality so that we can digest it.
Coagulation is wholesome. But as any mortal painfully knows, digestion can 
neither stop at the first bite on our tongue nor does it end in the stomach.
If the collectivusM not considered as Q ITIGX’6 in the whole process, it
will ruin our digestion. i-_any of my contemporaries have a ruined stomach ment
ally. The colleetivus is the inevitable coagulation during speech, it always

a s *has operated, and it is m a  rmless as it is useful in transiency. $ut with us



i3

it has become a question of life and death that we learn to speak them in
passing only and use them as our servants, where we don’t handle them, they-wr- |̂> slogans like
will handle us. Glued A  nation or sex or youth or race, consider
able parts of mankind are eommiting suicide before our eyes. In all these cases

<temporary
the uninhibited popping up and dissolving of the'ycolleetivus as a grammaticalcrystallizing
form has given way to the yimg a f one arbitr ry collective and as its 
infinite company of other collectives is ignored, the single one becomes en ob- 
sesssion, a nightmare, an idol, a god.
1 always wonder why our grammarians throw up so much pother around the spelling 

. of words. Spelling bees are established, would not the crystals of speech
d ju u  M u e r M  S ao^ L  f u  JSMtiOa C

ire important tipicY Spells rorm in a

KX 3a )

/ ŝ ^̂ S~"15̂ ~infl3re important tdpicY"“Spells rorm in’a manner which is similar to
the coagula tions from rennet in our stomach. Hence they must be formed /

7jtieufe$ 4 / g digested. ,;e can’t do without them. Hut our pseudo^ureek education has feigned
that we can speak without forming these dangerous substances at all. my friend
in Peru was ruined by his ignorance of their existence just as the poor u-.I. is
killed in Vietnam, because the coagulations nsia, China, Communism are ?  /j y?

around. In truth, a simple man, Ho Chi ninh, loves his people, whom he has 
colonialism ,

freed from the Hrench/as their George v.ashimton, 1'he American paplers,however,
continue to print Vietnam ten thousand times for one time at which Ho Chi minh
is named, now all Christendom came into the world as the despised and forgotten
man’s name and ever since, it has been demonstrated that the coagulations ofMailt the name of one single Srm1 ̂  /
human spells are dissolved by nothing else^^pi many treat is es’y'SiJSHyŝ and
books have 1 given examples of this jfcffocess, unpalatable collectives disappear 

new , ,when one^hame is uttered which Tto-c people, or Tfa-C groupŝ  can he^r in joy and 
affection, names are melting pots{ It may help the reader to assess the immensi
ty of our new map of the world of grammar if I add to this brief introduction to 
the uolldctivus a word on the Dual. For whence recognises the dual side by
side of the Gollectivus, he may ± ® have to wake up to the stunning fact that*ar 
in school he has been presented wi th at best one half of our grammatical hydro-, 
graphy and network of the waters of life. '

/
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I shall be brief on the Dual, fortunately everybody in love knows more about 
its secrets than the best textbook. The ceri/ral secret however must be explic
itly -Mentioned as eto-en this has been abrogated and is denied among us. In the 
Dual of husband and wife, of the two Consuls in Home, of President and Vice- 
president, of a true teacher and a true student my own loss is my other half's 
o8in̂ . * Iso the whole universe and these txvo became equal, nny couple in love 
encompasses and represents the whole of mankind; if it does not do this, its 
members are not in love., ^lso it represents all the beginnings and all the 
ends of time. If it does not , it is not in love. &.LCy

JLo^riC '̂ \(h\‘OC*-QsOW-s - «.alas, the dual’ s has been neglected by the grammarians as much as the eollectiv 6tS 
ell, for monks and twelve year old is tinschool pupils, this may be under

standable. They only have learned that the word "both", "ambo" in Latin, is 
irregular and that it ha a no equivalent in French. Is the French have dominated 
our thinking for the last 200 years, it could be that their crude individualism 
has ruined pur grammar. He this as it may, any omission of the dual from our 
understanding eliminates the fundamental magic of our existence, ohen at a ball 
of 200 people, no dual would, recreate the dancing couples, they would not stand 
the stench and the he- t of 200 sweating people for longer than the first twete- 
ty minutes, mud nevertheless, the crudeness of our grammar prevails and the 
gossip columnist can report of the dance as though there had been 200 individ
uals. nnd his readers believe such nonsense and gradually, the dancing partners 
themselves, under the influence of his peiy consider themselves as one out of 
200, • d- £>TST̂ mob. r.nd they could have been the one and only couple in paradise.

This may suffice to prove that the dual is a fundamental form of
experience which is totally void of any numerical meaning in the sense in which

i*. /V "ihfytwo” may figure betwwesiqg,3,4 etc.
Plural, singular, collectivus, dual is , are irreducible to each

o t h e r
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The world con be seen and ordered through, all of these forms, although in 
each case for a different purpose. One can work to the plural; but/3ne cannot 
beget children. One c: n carry on politics in the collective; but one cannot be 
productive. In the dual one can renew the world; but one cannot beocme famous.

Thus, the by-product of this first section is a better understanding of 
social grammar. It is more profound than the grammar which is taught in the 
schools because it defends the free action̂ /of men against the dogmas of philoso
phy and theology. It shows that every form of man is but a fraction of his 
glory in the whole of society. -=-1

.-.nd now we know at least four of these fractions: the plurs 1 t£ collectiv4 l & f 
MNk the dua, 1, end the singular.

The Economy as s Whole

Partner------ -brother------- -b t ■r
A brilliant essay, entitled "German-French Partnership of the Spirit",

appeared in a recent newspaper. If one is to revitalize an old truth, then one
must express it in new words, it seems to me that this must be done to the word
"partner", which is such a favorite expression today, krnst kichel has very
powerfully used the terms’'partner" and"partnership''' in order to express the

is
relations ip between God and the individual soul,st ting that man*5- G0<3»s

empartner. Oetinger has ottjpted to turn the former "objects" of education into 
.± ~  -”-)1ias mpartners/therefore his book Siwndepunkt uer politischen Frzihhung" /^/partner -

sc ha ft a Is paedagogische mufgabe ^/(Partnership in its subtitle/.
The claim of partnership has also begun to influence the management of our fac
tories and offices. And how much is yet to be doneI

One could only rejoice over this conjû lring up of ancient relation
ships. Yet I must think of the time many years ago when a wife told me that mar
riage was i. partnership. 1 became dreadfully frightened.lt seemed to me in her

"̂Turning Point in Political Mucation"
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ease that such a designation of husband and wife, bridegroom and bride, was la- 
tende t̂o blot eut the profound dual between the sexes. Indeed the splendor of 

marriage is that peace which exists between two sexes which have been so immense

ly separated. The rape of the woman, and Deliah’s reducing Samson to helpless

ness ----- these struggles between man and woman are the real wars of destruc-

tion. Class struggled (world warsbecome minor squabbles in comparison. Hence, 

isn not marriage, when it  succeeds, the partnership of allparnerships?
I seems to be thus, as in other cases where new terminology is used 

to revitalize calcified truths: the new term is useful for a new beginning. 

Spouses may have to wake up to the fact that they are partners; But they are mo» 

than that. This ambiguity becomes noticeable as soon as one uses the word 
"partnership" seriously. Man is God*s partner; but a l l  mankind is also God*a 

bride. And God is the bridegroom. The child is the partner £ o t  the teacher; 

but the teacher is also the heir of the past, end the pupil the anewestor of 

the future. Authority and author meet in the two* This is more than partner

ship*

I would like to expend on this in greater detail for the realm of 

business, because otherwise the^logan"partner8hlp" will remain an excuse 

for not taking steps towards its realization. There is no single laborer in

t he business world — any more than God ever stands over against an individual#
man. uod wrested men; and only togejj|p#r can we be savet* We become people 

through one another, in sofar as we speak with one another, and act together. 

"Man” in the singular is a fiction of Humanism.

In business i t  is ceven cleaner that neither *he worker nor the union 

Is opposed to the enterpriser. The opposition comes rather from n^nagement, whie 

the workshop and through shifts is solely responsible for carrying out the 

worm* Thus here "the partner" is a group of human beings. And only through 

their'being incorporated invo a work routine dovthey become capable ©A joining 

the enterprise# as || partnexsNfeus under the superficial word "partner"V many- 

splendored\reasure lies hidden brotherhood which has sprung up out os
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In a plant, i t  is even more plain that the conflicts, the 
dialectis, the constellations are not on one niMe the enter
priser and T*n the other, ^ the workers and their unions#

Ihe vital duality re s ts  on the formation, the perpetual 

formation provoked by the re-division of labour, of "welds"•
As the reader otherwise might go to sleep oWePi^/disoussion of 
which he thinks to know all thd answers beforeh%id, I ask his 
forgiveness for introducing "welds" • I do hope that he never 
has used or heard this term# Also, he may forget it ©gain# let,
it EElttys/a phil§sopiiicai^tru^heof 6enormous scop#, the truth

must
that we temporary beings incessantly/cut out small spaces and coalesce 

for/ small times into welds,to people such spaces, as welds*
I cannot use the term”group" for these welds, as this term
has been disembodied by idealism# In "group", you do not see 
a p a rticu la r  space organized and kept in movement for a certain 
time. But take shift work# Here , i t  i s  most conspicuous, that
any one shift is not a group from iedalism, of from religion

from p o l it ic s ,  k .  ̂ .or • The shift Is welded toegther by dire necessity be-
oau8e a certain nmf ber of preooesses must be going on in  a
well defined space, during a certain time# This marriage of
ajsxfit technically conditioned unit in space and a socially conditio^

\ned time uni|i, deserves your highest respect| all the more as old
book-keepers f  destroy these welds inadvertently> fos; manageraentj
is subservient to the book keeper's mentality to this day* In

\ my "Works tat taussiedlung’,’ I have given many examples of this.
friend / North T. Whitehead, of Harvard , has told a grefct tale of a

weld of women, who when they were smashed by the blindness of
saw H

their supervisor^ and in m their moral decay, said t We lost

I®16 ? eld  ls  mu0h mire a r e lig io u s f a c t  thjian a 

- ln s  assembjry”  « * »  a
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necessity* this hidden treasure was ones self-evident* Today it has faded away*

Bre* or the Consequences of the Division oflabor 

Since i t  is impossible that a basic human characteristic can be discovered 

today for the firs t time, partnership isobviously either a primeval institution 

or an Imposed fraud. I f that which is being discussed all of a sudden by every

one today is really primeval, then two things must be explained.: (l) In what 

manner has ancient man known and spoken about it?  (2) How could that knowledge 

have been forgotten for a period of time?
Let us firs t  lighten up &nd answer the second point, bora©thing indded has 

happened. Over the last few centuries a process of blinding has taken place.

The enlightenment pushed forward by a l l  philosophy professors had an interest 

in defining the normal maj^ in terms which did not take account of the results 

of the division of labor, out of their schools came free thinkers, individuals, 

students and Muss ted people. And i t  was drummed into a l l  their heads that a man’X 

mind is not determinl^by his social position or class. Man was declared to be 

himself, no strings attached, an I in philosophy, an Ego in economics, a se lf in 

psychology. This monster was called man.
Only since Karl Marx has the division of labor again been t^ken serious

ly. But Marx did not acknowledge the word"partner". That is why there is a wide 

gap in his thoughts over against the most common tsedition of mankind regarding 

our partnership.

Let us get up from our seats in the lecture hall for a moment and ask our 

selves i f  no one has used the pro end con of partnership as a basis of his think 

lag for the past ten thousand years. I f  this were so there would be |ust &s much 
••craze" in today's talk about partner-ship as we find in"group me^anica" and 

Mother similar laboratory shuttles for collected selves, a real man can not en

gage himself in experiments with his re« 1 l i fe . This is our one and only l i fe ,  i t  

is final,Is it  egocentric, selfish ,"! -oriented"? ^
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How the Bible calls partnership, or the milieu-theory which may inveigle *6r
us through partnership, original sin. through the division of labor, so the Bible

3 ^  VfTtrr?demonstrates, our old ..dam is e-ch day envolved in/social p-1 Sight?. Bince we do not 
exist as individuals, but rather as men and women, children and parents, friends 
and foes, v;e mus ignite ourselves into new groups again and again in order to mas
ter even the smallest task. «ny static association would cripple our inner free
dom ' nd. responsibility; too long would we howl with the wolves, for men, the 
question of life and death is: "How long i :.ay I st- y in any group oî partnership 
without betraying the spirit*”

Into”association", into coo erative fellowship, into any work alliance - 
and we cannot help entering into them time and egain. but it is equally true that 
we must dissociate too. .,t least v/e should never sujrfrendder our power to become 
"disassociated” again.’ otherwise we would bo obeying Cod less than man. the Bible 
and .r.sr.1 a s r x both agree onfc Jh&t.. Both of them see how e; sily we allow”assoc
iation” (i.e. the division of labor) to become master over us.

This biblical doctrine of original sin lies been ridiculed by philosophers
ever since the age of enlightenment. 1 corn by so called independent minds

their,
is understandable for only disembodied heads who sitting on^school’benchesQ-f Thj%_

i 0 iT̂Etr̂ in vertue of my head 1 can reason outside the realm of and ttMiUfrS
,u£ae toning oompraiaŝ  jin the lecture hall one c n interpret history, without any 
regard/ to man’s plight]^the division of labor, as the victory of Reason, or as
the will to nower, or as the decline of the nest.Or as progress uncT'dVOluti<JrT."
r 1Ihese views all presuppose tne supreme reign of philosophy, of individualism, 
rhe free enterpriser was seen as thê lecture hall’s ambassador to society, lie was 
regarde/̂ as /he norma 1 man. Hence it seer̂ L normal, , to be free and to run the 
wea nett1 CUT • uroduction as & xiobinson Crusoe, as an Hraile, as a Cartesian thinker. 
Since neither the philosophers nor the free enterprisers seemed to be swallowed 
up by the division of labor, it became imp era t ivê pKi'los'ophers rejected our bib
lical sources concerning the milieu theory, and the curse of the division of
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labor. chapter in Genesis which describes the ye ll became the stumbling block 

for a truly modern reader. "Original sift" made a l l  the liberal critics of the 

Bible ridicule the story, of Adam and Ere. With gusto they have interpreted i t  

as an obscure allusion to the s axial relations between Adam and Eve.. And then 

they laughed a l l  the louder. This mistaking Adam for Paris and Eve for Helena 

has run its course end two hundred years of this liberal derision w ill probably * 

hinder some of the readers of this book from understanding what is actually 

written in the Bible. I can sympathize with them; because their trusted biblical 

experts — Wellhouaen, Gunkel, Noth, etc. — are actually the most idiotic read

ers of this biblical text. These liberal critics themselves have carried in thiir 
hearts the ideal of the leisured , undivided individual — the academic ion.

Because oi this they were probably completely credulous when they glided ofrer 

the verses of Genesis and nowhere noticed that everyone born of woaan finds him

se lf in the same situation as Adam and Eve.

Nevertheless this is clearly stated in the Bible. But I do not imagine 

that with this opening barrage 1 have changed the minds of liberal readers right 

off concerning their opinion of original sin. If 1 am to restore the original 

radition, I must do i t  without any Intent of convincing the biblical critics .

I must however find an explanation for myself as to why our question about the 

division of labor was supposedly f ir s t  discovered by Marx. Only i f  I can te l l  my

se lf that Marx has rediscovered i t  can I believe him.

Furthermore, only when I can say that ancient men never neglected the dl 

vision of labor can I make today’s eager talk about "partnership” fu lly  believab

le. Ancient man had the partnership and division of labor at the very heart of 

his belief. But for 300 years we have declined to read i t  in the Book of Genesis. 

The Bills maintains that our destiny has been determined from the beginning.

It makes the condition humalne clear as soon es i t  deals with the existence of 

the firs t  people on earth. Even in this f ir s t  moment, -the Bible ins tests -  man 

has a co- worker, a helper. The Bible intsndd this as a t i t le  of honor for the
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v/ornsn. Pne sexual element did not interest this writer at all. The emphasis is 
up. n Eve as a helpmate, who stands for all the further divisionjof labor and all 
the future orderings of society. ..-'or Eve is not shown as . darn’s sweetheart or con
cubine but as his helpmateJ hence, all the lusts of analytical curiousity fall to 
the ground. Instead the division of labor and the lasting partnership of husband
snd wife ere established as basic principles of human existence.I In every

a
milieu the cowardice of the man who remains the product of his milieu. This is 
the story of ndma and Eve and the serpent. It does not matter whether I hide 
behind the public opinion of "Everybody says so", or behind ray xvife, who in 
turns hides behind the hou. e-snalce. Every milieu seems to free its inhabitants 
from personal responsibilffey. /.dam escapes from the plural into the collective.

:;e all do. The meaning; of religion is to combat the magic of the collective!
This every day magic of the division of labor is so important to the 

Bible that it is mentioned right at the beginning;. Bui? if this weakness* through 
association is to be mentioned at the very beginning, then it must be possible 
to tr ee at least a bare minimum of association already in nrimeV^l man. It is M l 

the gre: t feat of the mible that it has sue ceded in this s implif icotion. It cor-, 
rectly states, that the division into two sexes is the area i0u.e which also con
tains the secret of mastery snd service, management and employees, capital and 
labor, mil cldss distinctions are but diminutions or gradations of mar's division 
into sexes. Through this dividedness or incompleteness we| are made dependent oa*
upon one another for even the smallest success in rnroduction. But whenever a1 ^
plurality is required from us we try to escape into the collective. End whenever 
we experiance this we are lapsing into our milieu, entrenching ourselves behind 
its customs, as a soporific for our conscience.

Thus it is not sex but r-ther the division of labor which causes the fall 
of Edam, who hides behind his helpmate just as the German tobacco industrialists 
used to send their workers to demonstrate for higher custom duties before Par-

when enacted by his workmen!
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This shirking of everyone behind everyone else causes all those involved to be 
ashamed, as they prefer to hide behind the protecting garments of the milieu, 
jean's misuse of the division of labor by his group representatives, as exemplir 
Tied in "Adam and Eve" leads to his being trapped within his milieu. The facts of 
this story ere: (1) Eve is called , dam’s helper; (2) no one wants to admit his 
responsibility; (3) ŵ fin God’s finger sorts out t/teir individual guilt, they 
become ashamed. And it reaches the conclusion that : labor shall now be your
constuctional principle. This proves that the tsible does not understand udam and 
Eve as examples of Freudian lust and momentary sexual pleasure but rather as pro
totypes of humanity which are subject to the soporific of the division of labor.
It combats it by the stern command: rise above the illusion of not being res
ponsible thanks to your group membership. Atend up and be EmteuiEdx counted I 
God can find no one who will say "I alone am personally responsible for this”.
Thus God finds that hen’s ability to act ajis an individual has flickered out.
Since e.dam and Eve,, all true faith seeks the volunteer who will reverse the atti
tudes of ;>dam and Eve. They denied what they had done by quoting somebody else. 
Lankind becomes human through those who step forward though innocent and pay the 
ransom for what they have not done! .Rousseau's Emile was not half as free. The 
signers of the Declaration of Independence were not half as free as J'esus of .Naz
areth who paid the-ransom for what he had not done, voluntarily. The mere state
ment of pair freedom in the Declaration of Independence is not more than one half 
of our humanity. The thirteen colonies, in the same breath, entered upon a sared 
union. It isthis double a sweet of our freedom, our power to leave as well as to 
enter, to bind as well as to lose which is worth our reverence and our devotion.
200 years ago, this double axe was reinstated in the founding of the united 3tate£, 

In Europe, the ideologies more often spoke of the emancipating ower of 
freedomt than of its binding force, narl Larx proclaimed that the toiling 
masses could throw off their chains. Nut the new chains forged by "the plan" were 
not mentioned. Instead, i,.arx placed the solidarity of the working men as members 
of their ciass.
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Karx made the proletariat the vested interest of the working men he balanced 
neatly two vested interests. The capitalists had their common credit as their 
uniting tie, and "solidarity" v-s to inspire the naked bodies of the toiling 
masses.

Eirst of all, we should appreciate iaarx’s rediscovery of original sin, 
in this dualism of credit and solidarity. In a stunning simplification, male and 
female, .-.dam and Eve of the Bible are rediscovered as credit humanity and toiling 
humanity. Adam and Eve - bourgois and proletariat - the plight and the temp&fc- 
ion and the fall ere all in this rediscovery by lierx. Only toe rider must be 
attached: liarx knows of no future liberation. In 1 jis eyes no act of faith, no 
sacrifice would ennoble any future order of production. The movement towards 
revolution is all. The future constitution of labor was not yet in view. The 
ripeness of the revolution had to be waited for,

lie, who have to live after marx and Lenin and Stalin and uao, cannot 
possibly live by their preliminary Dichotomy between ca pit&l and revolution.
Our f u t u r e  work h as  t o  be s; n o t i f i e d  e g gin. L o t  t h e  divison o f  labor is of in
terest t o i u s  as this h as  b e e n  a c h i e v e d  fantastically. The i n t e g r a t i o n  of labor 
i s  th e  post-marxian r i d d l e ,  i s  th e  s p h i n x ,  o f  o u r  future.

The joy of work is at a premium. "Good work" is the title of a new 
periodical for futore workmen.

doming after Christ's voluntary- sacrifice and Lenin's willful revolution will havê )
our working; order h»^~to rely on both: on our freedom to strike and on our devo
tion to t,et lost in &ood work.

The being free to dissolve and the being willing to be incorporated will 
have to balance each other in any Christian post-marxian social order. Eor all 
times,both our freedom to leave and our freedom to be. attached require the sanc
tions of society.matrimony and citizenship, loyal service and strike, emigration 
and protest, death in battle and death in prison may be* the equally sacred re
quirements of to33cn±±y. Ufte hour of our highest humanity.



Our power to shake off the yoke of our first or previous ^roup raust be preserved, 
tnder this condition we may perpetually enter the divisions of 3abor, the allian
ces with other men. u-rx snoke of the revolutionary power of the proletariat, be
cause there 'must be no interests blocking the next task. - nd there should be none.
The conflict of hardened taken -for-granted interests — of "vested interests", 
as they are still called today in English and in the Bible —  with the call to 
fluid, personal decision is the only worthy theme of our generation. Despite one’s 
improper education, whoever is still capable of experiencing this as a daily reali
ty surely knows that the Bible and insrx are in accord at this point. Both demand 
that in every aerson the power to be incorporated into group labor must be balanced 
off against his power to shake off his groupings. The Liber als are not interested JL 
in either of these powers, because they deny both of them any power of accomplish
ment. freedom always exists for them. But we work clothed in our worldly milieu; 
and we st nd naked before God. purely do we achieve the neccessary equilibrium bet
ween both.

In order to deprive us of any illusion that the split could be avoided,
c&tz£o(.

the Bible eve., puts it into our body; as the a priori of our history. Life 
on without the split in sexes. But Eve precedes a 11 helpers, all co-workers or coll ~ 
aborators, the whole personnel of modern Msfcaxy business. Partnership is good if 
it does not last, it is bad if we are una^^e to rise above it. ..ell, is not marriage 
eternal?

The divisios of labor charms my plasticity, my ferocity exercises my 
power of shaking off any ties, as no one is always a minor or always an adult.
Once again Barx and the Bible are opposed to the libera 1, -who tells himself that man 
is free throughout, in his work as well as in his thoughts. Partnership is neglec
ted because of this oversight .Like any pendulum in a time piece, we swing back and 
forth between allegiances and independences.

It is self-evident to anymma who has not been miseducated, that we ere

15 ;
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unable to rise above it. Q,'fe-Ch*jL0 7

f> The d iv isio n  of labor weg==mTnorfe; mflinMiiffeg uf griJuyu'1
ŷ̂ rzĴ se. s A/tfW &£■ a-iL̂  (<-&-$ .

r Tirnn jryrr mm 11 f1 -if ^Eacn of us*7 is  both^, ^  (x ^ diacn ^-bho i? c

one is  edm?} la te ly  a minor or/an adu lt. Once again Marx and the 

Bible are opposed to the l ib e r a l , who t e l l s  him self that man is

/7Lro
free  i n c v a r y re s penrtrv in h is  work as w ell as in h is thoughts. 

Partnership is  neglected because of th is  Srnnn t.Vig> g»i \ mijoLggx_i qQXL
^ U U ^ u ^ x O f * cu  O. 'h c^ + JZ  fsjuz<L.e. i  h&R. S A o t y
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I t  is  se lf-e v id e n t to any man who has not been mis-educated

that we are only able to find  ourselves when we are incorporated 

into group labor, and that we only come of age as we experience 

th is membership in so c ie ty . For th is very reason so many c ity  fo lk s

envy the country boy who grew up on a farm. Only when we have mas-
fasKus  <r>pg&cc/v

a\uts^may the much-used word "re sp o n s ib ility "  be applied totered

U S . O a l j i - i j ^ T i  l a n ' t f p  g l  v5jf~5Tr-ni»M JU 'rrr^-v~^a.n1y t.h

wo arc duing~r  Anyone who
ct /ctfyafa* u\ic & <T~ ̂  >:L-

) has-**©  ̂ doTrg-'th is j^does not know what tMU( /.

Pg-j^~duingl/lsu r thi  j  ĵ AQ î̂ \̂ dx. ll*
<lu ^ nta s>affZZjdi ca

J  Thus no one c£tn learn  re sp o n sib ility  through thinking. He
______  Wt^CA,

learns i t  rather by passing diy^Bfee â wers^whi-ei^/have been pre

viou sly  worked out. He p a rt ic ip a te ^  in a company, or in
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production according to and its ewer changing order functions in a given moment as 
the vis a- vis of management. It rarely is one individual; it often is as numerous 
as£0 or 30. e may therefore not fall into a superstitious reverence of the labor 
a;torn. The manager must cc e with molecules and it is his duty to discover these mol 
ecules as their size nay change any minute.

On the other side of this marriage bond—  on the side of the enterpriser —  
t ere can also be a group directorship rather than one person.' Practically in most 
cases the,,i;iale"psrtner in this company covenant will be one person. Oar v/estern 
world - it may be remarked in passing,- clings to monogamy for the wife, but to 
"polygamy" in the economy. This is how partners do appear to pur daily experience, 
i’hej liberals however only wish to see individuals, 10,000 atomized workers or em
ployees —  probably because they themselves have not experienced the brotherhood o 
of n group within the division of labor. Thus they romantically may even call the 
atomized worker a partner, although this atom can only be identified within the mol 
ecule of a team. In hunting for the "partner" they are merely playing with this 
name. The industrial plight is too serious for such hollow slogans, Mveiyone is 
fighting today over the name "partner" — among; the family of nations, within the 
various strata of society, in the relations]:ip between village and city, and espec
ially in business. Serious people will want to use the term in order to "pin down" 
a new experience they are in the process of making, hut the politicians want to prof t  

from it; it is a str: nge fact, that each new experience at once will be caricatured, 
i . n  indignant church f- ther once wrote that the first caricature of the saints sl- 
r?idy appeared when the blood of the first martyrs still reddened the .Palestinisn 
soil" 1 ft that time ciimon Magus passed off a hussy as the true bride of heaven.
.Ana this windbag attr cted more attention with her than did the cross-bearing apos
tles with their chastityu . * '

The "partner" threatens to \ e caricatured today, hence, vie may have to learn 
to draw the line of demarcation within ourselves, whenever we want to constmue 3

• ■partnership , or to theorize on the possibilities of constuing one, and as long



ps we nrerch ebout or speak about it, then we proably are not serious about it. 
i-jut as soon as we have to recognize that we already exist within it, we will cease 
talking about it and begin speaking to ourpertners concerning it. when I described 
the technological company groups In 1922 as embodyung partnership in the future 
giants of industry in my'">;erksta113ussiedlung ", I had shared the lot of such 
groups in war and peaceover a period of eight years. But in 1962 1 hftld a confer
ence with 72 automobile engineers of whom not one claimed to have one single friend 
among the working men. mind you, not one personal friend either inside his own fac
tory or outside of it. pence, there is some cause for this book.

V.e have experienced partnership both in very important and in very 
trivial iletters, lor example the European nations, wether "conquerors"or “conquered 
only have a future in their terrble plight if they proceed on the basis of partner
ship. Partnership after all really means reciprocity. The nations would acknowledge 
this reciprocity by ceasing to speak of the Russians', the .American, and the German 
They must learn reiprocity because they hove been partners for a long time, what 
happens then? Through booxkh±E3e reciprocity our roles would become constantly inter^ 
changeable. There is an old joke of a wrestler who told of a fight: sometimes I 
was down ana sometimes he was on top"• Bven in this clever ambiguity of his speech 
becomes a joke by the law of partnership: conditions must seesaw back and forth if 
partnership is to hold sway. In marriage, too, the partners must alternately have 
an oportunity to sneak, Bence, partnership takes time.

Thus partnership î never of the moment! It is r- ther to be recognized 
after it has become operative. 1 would like to strike a rhapsody to the partnership 
between Aussie and the u.S.A. It would become a big song-—  as big as the Bumdnides 
of Aeschylus. ,.nd if the nations would listen to me or, preferably, to a more in
spired singer this rhapsody to jQrestes and Iphigenia would prevent the third world 
wa£*j
1;The subtitle reads:"Investigations on the living spsc&rof the industrial worker".
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Every recognition of partnership brings ebout peace; because a partner is that con-

sstellation among humans which is found to be compellingm© to reuse my own
Jr

plans perpetually, p *  this point i t  may esse the reader,s trouble in following 

our argument if he draws a sharp line between our knowledgeof the natural order 

and our ignorance of the social orderJ In nature we may "knotl" we may "invent", 

we "analyze" we "calculate" and our engineers are pretty good at that. But peace 

is not s part of nature; nature does not know of any peace! The nuturf|| order is 

the world without peace of mercy or rest* This is the reason why man had to leave 

nature behind when he created the Sabbath*

Peace Is not in invention or e commodity -  as some platitudinists might 

hold nei^er is peace ©ver,; man-made* Peace only exists by an act of recognition! 

In"Ksture ", we complice ted ly must come to know the order so as to enjoy its  potent 

iels but in Society knowledge is not ourproblem, but acknowledgementJ and thishurts 

our pride. We have to recognize what already is our share. And this is much harder. 

Knowledge does not hurt our pride, acknowledgements do.

Many people are less able to recognize the social order than to know nature. 

Many inventions have been made for the purpose so that tyrants, powars, nations, 

big and small, might be spared the necessity of recognizing the claims of their 

neighbors, wives, collaborators, neighbors as partners instead of slaves or anomies! 

The whole military establishment has its  origin in this.

The intoxication of modern man makes him extrapolate recognition and over

state inventions. Inventions deal with things in space, processes in space, repeat- 

able, objective matters, weapons, instruments« Recognition always olios at a unique 

date of human history* It always is high time, when it  occurs^ my friend, Professor 

Harold Stahmer has reminded me of a verse in a Presbyterian hy .m which splendidly 

marks off the dividing line between the "cognition " of material things and the 

recognition of "Social relations". "Each age, its  solemn task may claim but once"* 

Natural science deals with what is always or may be repeated. Social wisdom requires



to t a k e  note o f  what i s  o f fe re d  once o n ly ,  i ie l ]  i s  th e  s t a t e  o f  tho se  who l i k e

the unfortunate chamberlsin in 1940 are condemned to experience the very act of 
"missing the bus It was the crowning irony of Seville Chamber la in in 1940 that 
he said riitlei' hud missed one bus. when he himself had done so. it killed him; 
he died half a year after he had missed his bus. . rthur neville ChamberIs in at 
least died within six months from his slip, nut an adviser to President Eisenhower 
■: professor at Stanford University - nd his •''charming” wife assured me in the year 
of the hord 1966 that "of course, these 700 millions ohinese have to be wiped out' 
totally by our bombs' -. hobody spanks, nobody locks up these two degenerates; they 
rate as pillars of society, They have not learned to recognize that mmerica is not 
.usd's whole universe; thrt wh have to live i a world which never will be of our 
own menu fa cture.

s': ith says, that mod created the Chinese as much as the USu-,. faith is not in 
large supply in our commonwea1th. Hopes, statistics, bombs, inventions and the nat
ural man, his most idiotic of all obstr ctions, are about to destroy "our perishing 
republic." for / mericans ere no longer initiated to the grammar of faith.If they 
wsadJ:xkH0W were,they would know its i C . It is our grammatical secret to be un
natural. and this secret is our only reason of existence I how could a pur^ natural 
eeing ever tame nature,prune nature, rise above naturet‘ Pan is the animal who by rec
ognizing who he is, rises above his own and the universal state of nature. The Dual 
' nd the collectives and the plural and the singular are ours at any moment for our

toany mere- Thing und thus change the chain of events.In this simple manner he bec
omes the co-creators of our world.nowever, the abuse of the. term"creative" in the
jargon of our press is' so nauseating that I shall trjr, to explain our position with- 4 
out- using this term.

ell, they do not even .know/ that "recognition" is the sacred, the
this first condition of our

first, the highest duty of van. former generations calledlikiis f a. 1 T H.



n̂ te a turning towards the partner. It reflects beirg grsspet by that process, in 
which we come to recognise one another more and more completely. It originates from
the power to create all of life, the Logos’ power to give names,through which we are
able to understand one another, xhus the journey from the general word "partner”, 
with which we sir rted, keeps leading us deeper into ourselves and at the same time 
further out into the world. *s agents and counselors for Lfee world which has been 
transformed into productivity we constantly discover in one another new, and yet 
changeable, tasks and roles, e expressly communicate them to one another.

It is important to realize that there afe nebula which together form a
star,and that this star, alo&g with others, forms a constellation; and in just this
way enterprisers and company groups will form a constellation. ..e may have to train 
our imagination to see plurals in two foci of the e]$.pse which is”man."There is a 
lot of talk these days about the "image” of man, and behind it all is still the fic
tion of Humanism that man with his palm brancheŝ  will soon replace God. hut since, 
as v;e have shown, "the" man never exists, we as humans are all parts of many con
stellations. This mysterious abundance of constellations in heaven has the same com
forting meaning to me that it did to the early church— that we humans are also such 
an abundance of stars., therefore partnership is only the first step, stirring us ag
ain and again to form new cons cellstions into which‘we are placed every day by our'

0,
peing transformed into producers, if only all of us. employees and deployed as we 
are, could see ourselves deployed within the roundelay of God’s firmament, as the 
starred sky in a clear night I Since the manger of Betlehem, the sky and its stars 
must be deciphered on our earthI

. 20)

Constellations and Combines
"Orion is high in theh heavens. It must be late”, a young Swiss once said 

to me as we 'were in the mountains, stamping through the snow on our way to the Christ
mas Bve service.The sta rs have been extinguished in our industrial cities; and con
stellations are almost only remembered in astrology. But if a person is not alble to
to group the staxs in liesaven into constellations, he will efcen less realize that we on



earth ere also supposed to group ourselves into constellations.
Phy is it not on idle luxury to see ourselves as constellations in our 

work? Iron the Endpoint of those who store at a dead universe through their 
telescones, noching human can he seen in the sky. T'o be sure, Kant realized the 
grandeur of-the starry sky above him, but probably only as the tote liter aliter
_ the st'nge lawcode cut our according to criteria and rules totally differing from

our heart’s criteria.
But I firmly shall resist in the conclusion reached by us in the first sec

tion: the craze (which has already spread throughout Europe) to solve each and 
every social problem with the word "partner" is going to remain strxtex sterile 
if v;e again place the partners back into the position of being merely the scattered 
atomized individuals of the 19 th century. If 2.400 Million partners populate the 
earth instead ot the same number of atoms, then we would be just as wise, or just • 
as foolish as before.

There is no life in the sum total of mere masses, nor within the uprooted 
individual. . s v;e said the actual partner in the starry firmament of humanity is 
not an individual. ne is rather a. collective configuration which has been constit
uted through peo :le working hand in hand, en"interindividui.1 " of hands which 
have been joined-- together thorough tedhical combination ."Arete" is the U-reek con
cept of being joined — of that essence which fits us into the life of the cosmos. 
That is more, and also more genuine, than today’s popular boasting about adapting 
us well. Aristos, ritus- and arete are of one root and are all of one structural 
conceptions, dith arete I am not ’adapted”; well because 1 am enclosed within a 
structure as one of its members and EOTKEpiiEHXs' components.This makes me unfit for 
anything foreign because the other components are joined to me just as I am joined' 
to them.

The appeal of a person© to his capacity of becoming"constellationized " 
saves our communication to the whole over against the adaptation which meehenically 
misunderstands us. Our own appeal to others is just a% effective as theirs is to 
us. This is where arete (being enclosed) succeds tan earth as well as in heaven.



be feel at ease in ritual (which is derived from the seme root as arete)« 
i-i connecting link may facilitate the next srep. I once visited a biochemist 

iduaxd ;;trauss (who died in 1852 in exile in Hew York) at his research center the 
George-Speyer-piaus in Frankfurt. lie said to me: " I have just finished -writing 
an article for the "Abderhalden" (the handbook at the time) in which 1 cannot rest 
satisfied with the concept of molecule. 1 navo to bring in the consent that the 
groups of atoms enter into a’constellation*. Since the quality of the moment also 
enters into the constellation, tfre elements c; n only meet each other in just this 

way at a certain moment. ■' Thus among the living everything dp-ends even more on 
the moment. If a bio-chemist has already realized that then surely the sociologists 
should finally take it to he; rt. but unfoftunately nobody laughs when they talk of 
group dynamic . - nd similar nonsense. . living group is not to be controlled t rough 
group dynamics, even though the late hurt Levin has pushed the experiment -hungry 
sociologists of /. America ; nd the ..estern v/oild down this path, an a tru group 
there con be no experiment because that group is irratreve-Me. net us experiment in 
all good faith with things that con be repea ted.:There same conditions will produce 
the same results. It is part of the illuminating .and yet at the same time so unrev- 
e-: ling, character of mere experiments that they are repeatable, and thus deny the 
unique cnameter of janu; ry l, 1967, or of you and me at 6 . .L. on June 24 th. 
mining beings ; nd any living groups are secrets that may be revealed at the proper 
time, they on .y form a constellation at c favorable tine. If you dare to experiment 
with them, they fall de- d and dissolve. The blossom breaks forth from the bud at its 
proper time. The older we get the more irrevocable the moment becomes, the more irr
etrievable the hour, the livelier the event. The degrees of liveliness which we must 
distings.isd in social life are also degrees of irretievebility, Life is the more 
unique the mire mortal it is] God is inexhaustible because /$ie never repeats himself.
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The .more we repeat ourselves the' more de'd v;e h? ve become. I described the lawful 
degrees of de:-th end life in my book "ilealing bower and -Truth" 'these gradations of 
vit- lity ore overlooked by our witch doctors. In the social realm. In it s group is 
•- gro p. fhe Lew inis ts and mechanists ore unable to see the b;-. c ic distinctions 
between the organized "ntreru tĥ tfrougĥ -Joy" groups of the ttezis which showed off 
p̂iefy on order end the chorus enthusiastically intoning ..chiller’s ode:"To J4y"• 

u group fever prevails today wherever tnere is money for"research ", where any des-

this unrepeat- ble e_roup. ohe s; me devil is riding today in "group" affairs that 
the masters ra mettrie and nobespierre once rode against the defenders of the 
soul against the mere numbering of individual minds, curing th:-1 time the myster
ic s rever ci:;j; * nd the reve- led mystery of the soul were replaced by hutaan will 
and re a on the rationalist.- of 1792 counted heads and immed iately, heads rolled.
The atomized voter and the citizen were invented as repeatable elements. Today and 
tomorrow the devil will invent uroups, collectives, brigades, and teams and will 
demand that we see the cells of social life as statistical and mechanical structures 
Thus the Communist and the industrial psych!ogist (i.oscov' and Chicago) organize 
the others (they themselves, of course, are always wisely excepted). The group 
mechanists ore the nobesnierres and Thomas Paines of our day.

for the reader who has not fallen for nationalism, i.e do not want to forget that 
we experience the secrets of our Creator in our everyday life, oe are his holy ex
periment, because we- each of us- can not be repeated. Unknown and as a mystery, 
we step info the language of our environment; and eventually we hope to be recognized
and acknowledged in this language by the names welfare making for us. This comes with 

It happens and can only happen at the-proper time, 
time. -J-hus, there is the live, creative group that stands in contrast to the group
that can be investigated witn Rockefeller money, in order to schieviC the former we
must turn to the place- where time -presses upon us mortals as a wk holy, life-giving
measure.rut that is heaven. The calendar reveals to us the course of the stairs bn

ired

The constellation in the vault of heofcen might serve as a staff and support



in the firmament. There men first reed that there shall be no end to frost and heat, 
winter and summer, day and night, every scene at its appropriate hour, wot the deed 
universe of quantum-mechanics but rather the language of the constellations may per
haps still save that which is most human in us {i.e,our"irretravability ") from the 
ravings of industrial psychologists, technocrats, social economists, fascists or com
munists. These gentlemen today appear in droves. Real man is once only, not a mass but 
a lover. This msy sipport my statement that without stars we humans are lost on earth 
because we are otherwise led to misunderstand ourselves as molecules in groups that
can he mechanically organized. This xuppot is the defense ageinst being^vept away

■J
by a sociology that has gone raving mad. 

other
The support is Equally close at hand: the fact that people conceal themselves 

in society. , e wear clothes; and these clothes conceal our shame, n̂d what does shame? 

Thanks to shame we gain time for us. Our clothes,f.i. allow us to outlive the bodily 
changes of our being, without being noticed. Ulothes give us class, position, rank,
and char- cter independent from our own temporary weakness and fleeting shortcomings. 
Clothes give us power or character. ..as uniforms and professional clothes, party clothes 
and costumes, they spare us long introductions and build-ups. British judge once told 
me: my robe and my wig save me from embarrassment in the trials which deal with sex 
addicts, shank s to our clothes everyone knows what we are there for when we appear, 
put this growth of power through professional dress must.be paid for. It costs the price 
of being, fully alive. The person who appears before us in a crown or robe or ...eneral’s 
uniform may oe tired and old, senile or sick, lighthearted o r wowardly. Then his dress 
oeeomes a disguise. That is the price of being clothed. Therefore If v;e recognize labor 
groups or military staffs only by their clothing we mi0ht be as deceived as the J r eneh 
about their army in 1940. Hot everyone is a king — even in his underwear, 
i rj-'he human heart is what sets men so powerfully within constellations — not
patterns of behavior/, but the heart is invisible,and must remain so, because it dies
from immodesty. The group technicians* argument, which is jftfjbarently always successful 
cut m  fact quite superficial, exploit the heart's silent shame:"if' the soul speaks ou



it no longer is the soul that speaks". This is why the group technicians can make such 
t big noise today, because the gro ps with heart remain silent for the sake of decency. 
The mechanically organized gro -p of hands, heads and types can draws t. lot of attention 
to itself, " .hat shall Cordelia say?" Love and be silent”. Thus dead nature would al
ways be victorious if the human heart—  despite the long time it takes to ripen despite 
the v’f! it ing for the Cod-given-hour—  could not finally get its chance to speak. Our 
netrt that reaches in̂ to us,and neats the rythrn of the whole cosmos into us, has no 
uniform on earth, it would die in tiny uniform, it is placed excentric in our body as it
stems from life’s center. The heart also dies in the sociologist's experiments. But

four Creator has arched the heaven above us so that even our most coy irretievability 
can defend itself with corresponding images in the heaven, man is the image of. the in
visible Cod; but because he dresses himself as capital or labor, as nustralien or 

cussian, he needs things that rorrespond to his genuine communities, whose obvious 
similarities helr> him to find his way back out of all passing unifoims. To our most 
genuine combinations the stars in the vault of heaven correspond, itis easier for a 
grown of people who recognize their image in the constellations to correspond to Cod 
than it is for the group that tries to reflect itself in the collective masses, or in 
the cot>s of r, wheel, or in the drops of water in the ocean, poulty correspondences are 
crippling. This is a- second reason for our assertion that the name"constellation” for 
our life on the job is neither a trifle nor a luxury. Through, the image of the star- 
filled. he: ven we can unite features that today are considered to be incompatible.: 
the character of irretrievable images of mod, and the ciu r; cter of participating in 
transitory teams durirg, our c.roup labor in the world. /:t work we are formed into constel 
let ions, because they rise and. set.

i.-Ost re- aers of this book have grown up in the tension between Christianity 
p. nd lndivicualcsra. groin 17 JT until 1945, they defended the doctrine of the irretriev
able "individual' by pointing To the life of Jesus.

Ijihis verse oy ocniller runs :nspriclit die ^eele. ach. sprieht schon diejdeele night jgekv 
Shamelss people snicker, reql^ people blush. See my long playing record. 

11 Make bold to be ashamed” ( R. Keep, Hunting tin, New York®)



th.’:t since 1917 or 194d a- completely newIt should be oointcd out to these readers 
enemy ho.: been billing us off. 1'his enemy is sociological collectivis.. . it describes 
dear organized groups end nretends that they ore n nation, a collective, a bearer of 
life, only the person who recognizes this tersest is 1 one] subterrestiel enemy every
where in politics,aii education will understand how urgent it is to look up at tne 
st rs; ror our re. ns. in si- i- r • they are toget or, can find their reflection in the 
st- rs; oince he is made in the living mud's image, living mom must remain invisible 
and incognito. Todays ploying with man's image -they even fabricate one - is unbiblie- 
el. Transitory stars constellations are indeed formed during the course of our life
time; and me may lay hold of them in faith; i.e., although we nnuw they air... eventu

ally disappear, me can take ahem seriously, i.erriage, parties, our ship, our crew ere 
serious enough; yet they pass.

Let os now put this into practice, as a test of our example. , e are all benef
iciaries of technical scienceThat is to say, we ore not free to decry the magnificent 
elasticity of today's globlr production network, as "intellectuals" and other nihilists 
are wont to do by isolating themselves, h. young female friend of mine came from Swit
zerland to the united St: tes in gey and was able to save 450 Dollars by September, 
now did she ho itv She joined one of the combines, whigh, helped by modern machines, 
worth millions of dollars, go over 1200 miles from Texas to Saskatchewan to bring in 
the harvest each year. This girl went back with 2000 Swiss francs in her pocket, unin
jured in body and soul, riov? con one complain about this? Should we not be amazed instead 
European dictionaries -no encyclopedias do not eaven have a designation for these com
bines. hletcher Pratt's "history of the Civil »r g" is an American song; of praise to 
this spirit of "the combine".

-iere we supposedly hove impersonal collectivism, mass labor. But if one, 
without,ideology or resentment, looks more closely,at this massive labor alliance which 
has been formed to sh'bdue an entire continent, one learns the important criteria for 
determining the difference between masses which are sick 'Pnd those which are sound, 
kie church fathers were able to do this: They made a sharp distinction between rnassa



and masse perditionis, because they never became trapped by slog ns. âssa in antiquity 
me- nt merely doug . j .sough is the pha.se before something takes definite shape. On the 
other hand masse perditionis is that which is no longer capable of being shaped.

In as much as the ec noraic process demands mouldable, formative collaborat
ors it has had the rg_,ht to organize us ever since hdam dug and Bve wove. To be sure, 
r individuals”, "men swinging branches" (Schiller), citizens of 1789, and intellectuals 
ere to free to become .ax od dough when dealing with labor or military forces, we 
other mort'Is, though, are still childish enough to gdive ourselves joyfully to the work 
processes of our community. ,re accept us as dough! Of course there are limits to this 
devotion. In the example of the young Swiss girl the limits become obvious: she went 
home.’ The combination must be transitory in nature. The continuous transformations 

which are made in ever-changing labor groups due to the ever-changing demands which 
are placed unon labor aseno ored by people win;, ss massa, perform the work of the world. 
This contradicts, arid thus with it I contradict, thet business romanticism which pre
fers s life- long place in the stable of the same company to the worker’s freedom to
change jobs . homanticisia can only see- "senseless "masslabor; but it overlooks two 

teams

things: anything which is transitory, such as las,or, is surpassed bp the soul's pow
er because the soul̂  can seek out new labor groups each day. The soul’s power to change• 
jobs (and incidently, also to strike! ) is today being too easily denied in a boom 
without unemployment. This rather than the securityof the royal Bavarian or royal 
il annoverian company official with his .-tension rights, is par t of the genuine enter
prise of all laborers. The future belongs to the "combines". However, the members of the 
combines must have’homes’; The family of man raxteksssmE will have to become one great 
family or my wiss girl may perish!

'Prim oTniT IB IjjDUoTkY TrlB Jj'f.CTQRY

lucklily too many men and women have had to develop this power of the soul 
within themselves in crises, wars, depressions for better or worse*

27)
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l.othing hss surged me more radically, than when I was unemployed for three long
period s of time. In order to be alls to remain a man I preferred this danger zone
again and again to the sure professorship or the certain tenure of an official position.
,.nd today am I supposed to disregard or forget these steps through which I took upon
myself the forced fate of the workers! I ..will not flee into business msmsitlTO roman-

cou-ld ■
tic ism. It is a luxury that can only be indulged in by someone who wants, behind an 
iron curtain of fear, to forget the w ole last century of industry, anyone, who firm
ly believes in reunification with the mast of Euorpe will not sti rt planting bourge- 
oise ideals of life long security in the West. 1'he propertied class dreads the masses. 
Let us face this term,mass, soberly. Differentiate between mass and masse perditionis l 

gnen we acknowledge the moss in ourselves, with their childlike courage to change jobs, 
and when we give thanks to the masses for the staggering output of our industiyj.es 
then we can see why masx is an import ait term., marxism has rightfully held up the 
fact of the pliaable masses in front of the blind liberals. It is true that out of 
pride over this discovery marxism has denied the transitory character of any such 
groupings. ,,e cannot deify the masses, thus the Dwiss girl returned from Canada safe 
and sound only because her heart and head did not have to be sacrificed to the combin
ation of her hands in a mass. Her strong feelings for her homeland remained unchanged.
Of course it was necessary for her first to have a homeland. Thus, there is a precise 
correlation between transitoriness and the ability to manipulate the masses: because 
masses are transitory, and because they can be manipulated, they are unalbe to create 
s home for their elements. Churches in industry or bosses as pastors are aberrations. 
The boss has no right to my soul; and the soul is not obligated to any purely transit
ory place of work. He already have quoted Goethe that nothing that lasts less than one
year can be t'ken seriously by the soul. D man can fade® do almost anything once, and 
several things more often; and he can even do a few things all the time, hut our soul
can only be moved into those tilings that outlast the moment, where runs the dividing

howeverline betwwen love and sex. Oulr whole life long we must remain capable Qf  dissolving 

the ties which became obsolete. ,,11 the strength of our souls, belongs to the moments
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in our lives where we must free ourselves anew from the chains of mere accident. This 
courage is the form in which the "soul” inear/nates today inside the social maelstream.

out this is only hauling away the rubbish of pre-industrial ideals. Posit
ively we are aiming at acknowledging constellations within industry. ,

Tĥ is constellation is a bond and a tie—  an embarkation of souls. How
ever it is not sacred or political in nature. Its origin is namely within technology 
itself, -'nd within the present rrl-. o of technology ±tae±£ within today’s process of 
production, bow we have to deal with faithfulness, devotion, group spirit, and team
work. but these means of coalescing must be subordinated to the law of all technology, 
be have had to be so zealous against any absolute security because factories are not
as eternal as the church, nor even os life-long as citizenship, but our academicians

khove read so much of berdinand, Tonnies,Thomas Aquinas, and Plato that they never
care to differentiate between things that are eternal, things that are life-long
and things that are only temporary . Industry however, is only allowed transitory

transitory
forms, from five to fifteen years is surely no triple for a laboring community, but it
would falsify all value standards if one sentimentally compared their laws of life

measured
and length of life with those of the church or of the state. This habit however, corrupt^ 
many economic drew s. In economies it is the wron^ ideejthat the eternal is "better" 
than the fleeting. One should not deplore the fact that industrial groups do not last 

forever. Tamil; es also i o against their pu/pose if they try to last forever. The Lord 
of life and death has Set a limit for them. This is why especially those widoxvs who 
have been happily married, marry again, r nd this is proper. .Even wary, despite the 
majesty of her son, adopted his friend John ia his placel How could such a mother rem- ■ 
a in witnout a son? But old maid ish sentimentality wants it the other wayNrouund.
Huch a false standard has already been quite ruinou^for industry so far. because one 
could not make eternal altars or undying corporations out of workshops, the industrial 
groups were treated in IWikl One remained too lazy to differentiate between groups 
paid by the hour end groups paid by the year. It did not pay for German academician,®
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to study sucirtiiinor" differences. Through the national ideal of the "life-long", 
time

the truly human jrrfar of industrial life were thrown, unmixed, into the same pot 
with industry’s inhuman rush for time. Ouch mental laziness must leave us-. The 
gentlemen in their chuarch pews may subscribe to eternity, but they will go to hell 
just the same if they do not respect the abyss between hour and day and week and 

month)
here it must be urged that vie separate the periods of industrial groupings 

from the incident'-.1 hours and seconds of wild production rushers so sharply that 
the two emerge? for what they really are: absolute^ ppposites as day and anight, 
order and chaos. Once we forget Church and state and coneentrate on industry alone, 
an abyss within any factory omens, net the view shift from th mentality of the 
time-keeser with his punch-cards to the office of the manager who has to avoid the 

next strike.
That one single hour in production may mean war or peace, I perhaps 

can make clear by an example from ef r! y industrialism in Tie?; England. In 1870 in 
.Laurence, mass. , The Irish wormenm infuriated the Episcopalian owner of the 
mills because on December 85, they wished to go to early toss at 6 in the morn
ing. hr. Lawrence thereupon moved the start of his operations one hour ahead , 
from seven to sex, so th&t the worlauen had either to missthis Holy ceremony 
or their nay. we thought this a truly Christian combat against Home’s superstition, 
he did not mind his real business of discerning units of time I

I maintain that a living order sands in oppos it ion to a deed, mat
erialistic view of the calender of production.

1 maintain that our thoughts, concerning industrial matters, which 
have been formed by church and st te, are murdering living, time. The living order 
that does try to rise is being so diligently overlooked by the non-teehnicnl mem
bers of the population — the state officials, the theologians, the doctors, the 
educators and the national economists—  that it wilts under this neglect.

1 maintain that the organs for timing of a netion which are denied 
proper acknowledgement are becoming Impotent. Shis statement will seem ridiculous
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to those who think that God’s creation ended when he created our sex organs.
Eut church and st<te are higher powers of soul s&d spirit beyond sex. . "Soul" 
and, "spirit” themselves are gener-: lizations for woman and man. iiow senseless it is 
to let life.’s grandeur end v:ith the sexual division of Hdam and Eve. To anyone 
who understo nds thisas nonsense the generic will certainly appear more comprehen
sively than merely in a physical manner. He will ask himself how the female and t 
the male always manage to create.

That much at least any member of society should be able to grasp of 
this management, that for any household the two sexes are needed, Why? In any mom
ent all the achievements of the past must be saved and be made present; any good 
woman knows how; to clebrate Christmas, how to set a table, how to dress for the
occasion. Yet this complete presence in the same moment, the one and only never 

before made experience must be made and proclaimed by the hero of this hour, the 
man. The universe, all of it, as already in being, is entrusted to the Eve in us; 
the one thing as yet missing is this universe, this unique hero element, is entrust
ed to the dam in us.

h> 7f {} uGut of the all t. nd out of the now, we re found creation hour by hour. In
fact an hour may be celled that human ci e; tive act, t.h t combineŜ Jiâ liniversa 1 
tr ait-ion and /fmresen t innovation , in whic ■, i>i^^nterpenetration of old and new 
can t he y l .a ce .  it is one of ione most stultifying axioms of the natural scientists 
that hours, deyS|-years exist per se. They don't. Gur mutual faith, our cooperation 
our TsithCre' tes incess; ntl.: this marvellous discipline of the times. Thankato our
recognition, wo o .. in God’s tiia.es. I he t crtleuer. of atheism don’t see the for
est before the trees. Their infinite absurdity st nds out from the fact that they 

w-nt tc bo believed, listened to, admired, promoted, read, or nobMprized . -Hence 
their own divinity never is in doubt with them. -,.e are to adore them, but men, 
who don’t adore, never are adorable. Ti me only results from a'marriage of two
minds, one acting, one receiving, wot the stop vetch 'ban give existence to the 
times of production; only the marriage of active ana passive in a resulting medium.
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Industry as a chapter in the history of creation requires our respect for the 

elements which compose it. These elements are not the chemical elements of the 

chemist. They are the inner relationship between the feminine and the masculine 

accomplishments which enalbe us to continue God's creation.

Low the reader will understand that there can not be a "neutral" social
all

science to our souls. ~ neutral science denies any creative forces in our instit

utions. They degrade all of us for their classifications and types. The lunatic Max 

Weber called Christ a "charismatic type", and hence our culture is "one among many" 

as Spengler held. This would condemn us to death without resurrection. Loving recog

nition is a condition for the creative power of all higher organs of life. Social

peare in advance.

The participating public’s loving recognition can be compared with 

a man’s coming of age so that he can reproduce life. Toward the end of antiquity a/\ . v 

Ualenus no longer defined male, and female in a logical or dialectical manner, but L

,.9U,r ..loyalties, to- thedbr- 

s4a:e&dy....has...written-the-eloquent -inscription?

science without enthusiasm, has been described by Shakes-

rather as an event of coming
<

4



When we come of age, our obsession of sex gives way to our understanding both sexes.*

The femini^elements sre fully alive. Only they rest in themselves, and heoe are 

able to keep all developmental bridges to the past open. Womanhood is living tradit

ion and traditional life. By comparison the male might appear less richly endowed, 

because he tends to break away from tradition, not preserving continuity with the 

past. But, says Galen, the male is capable of making fresh s tairfca* In his sexual parts 

he presses outward. By stressing this outer-directed character of man's organs,
Galen recognized the m l ©  as the reveeler of that life, which is otherwise secret, 

wrapped up in itself. The male moves; end he creates movement. Ho sets out in search 

of rhie living womb; and thus the life process is #apendent on him for the forming 

of & future worthy to become a tradition in the womb of time, fhe male is forcing 

the races step by step toward a transformed future.

»e will show thet industry has an inner life, but that its turning out

ward in order to create further is today bain^, denied, the world of industry is com

municated and introduced to us us if we were dealing with a scientifically observ

able specimen, fhe methods of describing an industry neglect she difference between 

the dead and living parts of what is being described. It also abhors the distinction 

of the sexes, that is considered obscene, this is in accordance with two basic 

prejudices of science that have held sway until nows .Error ones that for any scientif

ic approach, on© has to remain neutre1, objective, superior. Our sociologists are 

so busy with remaining superior , that they sacrifice all the understanding. They 

must end in their illusion of remaining superior, with Macbeth, whom Shakespeare 
recognized as their master centuries ag® in advance.

'’Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player 

that struts and frets his hour upon the stage, 

and then is heard no more; it is a tele
told by on idiot, full of sound and fury 

signifying nothing."



34)x ^ ^ r k n e s S w o :  in our times, it is considered ,
sr, 3 g ^ 8 ^ W x l t x i s x c 0 j f l S ± 4 | g ^ aln and therefore tojl< l,(A(L(& /

legitimate toTSedH^eTanything” higher from something lower as >f. i • j

chemistry from physics, the saints from psychology, •pl y ^ o ' ^ y~from the glands,

and GOd from the atom, wisdom stems from instinct, sacrifice from egotism, generosity

from greed .like'the Rockefeller Foundation that indeed did spring from Air. Roeke- insu^Lferably
feller’s/bad reputationl Wherever this mentality is allowed, life is misunderstood.

, . , , . . u efn_ Q 4-v, t » . Outs times are madThe highest must exist belore t-11© Dig makes sense®Because bigger jch&x ranks as better and the reverence for the tiny capillaries is

abandoned. Yet thejte capillaries 8re the bearers of life and 300 pounds are simply

deadly overweight: in other words .’small is betterl . The secret of any living being

will always have to be that it is and remains small! for otherwise, it can’t grow,

can’t change, can’t be regenerated . The world is giant size ; God is incredi 
bly^^xfflax-\sffl«3rl. The smallest stands highest® By size, we degenerate
1 ̂ hjn^’cuwfs^These two g r e a p o i s o n  the social sciences. These rules together

'K nas se?ŝ
comprise the death instinct o? dyteewdoafttoSofrc^sciences. Equanimity requires, they

say, that the observer be "as one dead". The frog-perspective causes the living to

be explained by or derived from the dead. Though two partners are living with one

another, science requires a killing off of both; of one into a mere subject, and of

the other into a mere object. But a subject is not the living person, an object is

nobody. If tffis deadly principle thus leads to the analysis of Max Weber or Werner

Sombart (snd their little copiers are already exaggerating this double deception),

then there would be more sense in analyzing the four people as four atoms living in

a dwelling instead of/pSrents and children. Then the description of the factory 
1 to

must go from a square foot in glass or iron on/the whole area which has been built

up. it goes from the individual worker on up to 200, 1500, or 5000 workers--- from

one cigar up to one milli&n cigars which are produced each day, from one vice -presid

ent to twelve vicepresidents etc.,etc. The vast quantities of products, the kilowat- 

hours, the well thought-out areas of production space, the steel supports, the con

crete walls—  all these portray themselves as "industry" in the mind of the misguid
ed expert. This accumulation of dead things and semi-dead personnel figures actually
makes it impossible to draw the line between the dead and living elements somewhere 
in this picture.



But we canTt believe an a "picture”® We would become idolaters® Our image-makers 

try just this. Life never can be painted. It must be heard and shared. The frog pers

pective is only funny. It has been set before the Christian people too long. Now 

you consider this topsy-turvy state as the "scientific" x im  point of view.

Don’t believe it. "Nature" always is that realm of death which is looked on as 

normal by fallen men. For only a dead world is accessible to science. Of the living,

I myself am a part. Most "Christians" unwittingly participate in this method— ex

plaining ©r developing the higher format of being from the lower, the living form 

from the dead, the future from the past, fhisthundred years ago was still ridiculed

as generation aequivoca , as (from below.: The imbecility of this con-
. P.-7>da,\cept seemed obvious. 1) It was like maintaining that the lanpage of or the

Psalms "developed" from the babbling of children, of that we pulled ourselves out

of the quagmire by our own pigtail. Today no one laughs over this inconceivable

idea which for 2000 years was looked through as nonsense. Today it is considered to

be "scientific". Applied to industry, however, this mental stupefaction leads to

idolatry, because death spreads when life is not recognized.False methods give
h

power to death. Unacknowledged life is throttled. That is"\y our educated people 

do not worship the golden, but they do worship the steel calf. They reallyy b e l ^ V g .  

i^H£,for instance, that they may use dead quantitea (1,000, 4.000; or 10.000 work

ers) in the factory without being punished. Herein lies the heathen element in the 

vision of our educated people, of of our so-called Christians. They have eyes to see 

and see not because the heathen eye is unable to draw a line between what^.s dead and 

what is living. The power to state: "this is dead; this is alive" has seemingly been 
lost..

Thus the partner in industry remained undiscovered for 150 years. This fact 
should show that the scientists have forfeited any right to demand our faith in 
their theorie about industry.

1) seetsbensnachrichten" ueber B.G. Niebuhr, volume III to the year 1827. This -pub
lisher Perthes asked the famous Niebuhr to write a book against this nonsense.
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The fset that loving recognition must in faith give life to all living beings 

on wfeom we happen to look—  and who try to speak to us—  this has remained obscure 

to who has been benumbed by the double death principle of object-subject thinking.

. As mentioned before in my "Werkstattaussiedlung" in 1922. the work-
P>p ---- ---- --------------

er had fotae proclaimed as the partner of all our social knowledge. He hacfc> to feel 

understood by our doctrines or they m te  nonsense. I perhaps, am not permitted to 

repeat this same line of argument again from forty years back. It seemed, however, 

necessary to antedate my discovery of partnership before the modern fashions of 

group mechanics. The truth has alreadty been spoken in full freedom long ago, without 

compulsion of fear. Otherwise let me take a different tak today. After World Wsijone,

I tried to deliverte islands of free social groups in the otherwise cancerous growth 

of bigger and bigger units of production. Today we must proge that life has always 

brought forth life, and that death has always brought fortfe death. Industry has al

ways been composed of two worlds. First there were the mere masses of personnel, 

production figures, machine rooms, and of customers; Because these were dead they

became organized. The trademark of something which is dead is its ability to be or- 
and̂

ganized; photography,(statistics illustrate that. In opposition to this organization, 

which seems so impressive because of its mass, there always existed the organic 

world of fecundity. Only a fecund life is a full life. The unbelievable growth of 

industry in the past 200 years shows that some genuine life must have prospered here 

too, an organism rather than an organization. That is why there was often a luxurious, 

rather than a genuine,growth. When I read, for example, that the number of people em

ployed in industry has risen by so many hundred per cent, then I realize why our age 
has become the age of cancer—  because in a healthy societytjhe reproductive form 

of life would stand foremost in our thoughts. And only below that we would place 

the merely industrious life; and another step below we would consider the inorganic 
mass of the dead, which can only be organized mechanically: e.g. alphabetically, 
in catalogues and Mephone books, qEUsaJjc quantitatively in statistics, encyclopedic
ally in manuals, according to tax categories in levels of income etc.



Ancient men divided these spheres between Venus, Jupiter and Mercury. In any home

marital love holds the sanctuary of the bed. chamber, Jupiter the lining zoom wiiih

its round table and book shelves, mercury the kitchen and pantry and cellar.

However the most important thing in our industry, which is the ability

to reproduce—  such as the founding of e new factory ea? a new branch— • is not ranked

at the top as s spiritual act of love, and the naked figures for its size at the
as

botiboiji. This is why the rising number of employed appears ±±k® a mere flooding,a

"mounting" rather than as genuine reproduction. Where fertility is so misinterpret-
8

ed, it appears then as a hy pertrophic growth. Cancer is limitless, shapeless growth 

rather than form-giving reproduction. Thus individual are dying today partly from 

the effects of the madness with which their society misunderstands itself. For no 

sickness befalls us as individuals outside our "whole". Holism, Prime Minister Smuts 

has called this law. .Epidemics attack us from the society in its entirety. First 

the nations become spiritually sick, and then each liinb gets its own private cancer. 

We say this in order to defend ourselves, because most readers do not want to hear 

anything about our embedment, our inescapable embedment in the future of society 

as a whole. Thus, although the society is sick, its atoms run to physicians. Hut 

everything depends upon our perceiving the basis of both our sickness and our 

cure— precisely in the mad structure of the whole.

I shall try to exemplify this by an example from research. This short 

anecdote is valid as our research practices from our industrial point of view.

A friend of mine was a staff member of the university of Goettingen, Germany. The 

representative of the Rockefeller foundation for u-ermany recommended him; five thous 
sand dollars were assigned. The German and his sposor arrived in New York together. 

And the Goettingen man was introduced to the Foundation’s President. After a few 

oily words he was, he was left standigg and in his presence, The president turned 
to his representative in Germany yawning:" That’s quite nice; but don’t you have 
something for 500,000 Dollars?".
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Five hundred thousand dollars can only sound important and five thousand can only 

sound small in the ear of a man who is totally ignorant of the really important 

scale of things in research or in life, for that matter. If 500,000 dollars can 

already be assigned safely the road to research has already travelld so extensively 

that the next step in of no risk or importance any longer. i-.nd in our story a wise 

President would have left the 500,000 to a subaltern clerk, but he would have been 

sleepless over the five thousand!

Where is industry now capable of reproducing? Where is it purely alive^ 

without being mixed with the dead? I will give some examples.

ifter World War II and industry for refugees has been formed in one of 

the poor high moor areas of Upper Bavaria. I lived for one week in this community 

which had been formed upon bunkers, that had been built as protection against pois

on grenades. The Siemens industry now employs 1000 workers there, after a three year 

starting period, and wants to grow to 1500®

The manager told me:"If I ask myself: what was the most important thing?

In other words, if I had to choose between the manufadturer, the f i m  name, the 

capital, the workers, the cheap land and the buildings, I would not seek the decisive 

factor in any of these things. It lies rather in the staff of around thirty engineers 

foremen and craftsmen. This staff had moved from the main factory in Berlin, first 

to the Elsass, and then to Hof, in northern Bavaria. Thus twice already they had been 

forced to build up new factories far from the company’s home office. And now they 

have started up here for the third time. l<hen he was in Berlin, one of these crafts

men figured on a refuse as high as 7 f0 in his workshop. And since they were dealing 

with a highly sensitive operation, the 7 % was generally granted. In our new factory 

however, the refuse is lowered to the figure of 4 fy. This is an unheard-of low 
figure. e may aim at it thanks to the fact that these new recruits have not yet 
been spoiled 1"
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Is anything more unexpected? In this,life is stranger than fiction or than calc

ulation.
.nother example: my old friend Viktor Bausch comes from the Eastern zone 

of Germany, from mecklenburg. nis father was carrued diff to i:oscow in 1945 along 

with the dismantled family factory . Thanks to the enduring solidarity of the en

tire personnel, Viktor himself in 1945, was able to rebuild th factory on the same 

spot. But in 1960, the madness of "the plan" has driven him away, after a struggle 

of more than 5 years, and now he must start all over again. In the meantime compet

itors have taken over ids® his markets. His heroisJa —  so famous in the East-zone—  

seems to have been forgotten and wasted. He can obtain American credits, but he can 

not get the West German credits that have been set aside for such cases, because 

he wants to start up again in the enclave of West Berlin. This seems too risky 

to many German investors. Is everything lost?
workers

Gradually he has been able to bring thirteen of his staff furtively across 

the East-West wall. They are the living; factory; his capital is in them. And they 
have begun to produce, xhe scales were beginning to tip in his favor for the first 

time when I saw him in December 1952. fhe thirteen staff members are going to see 

him through. Whey even impress the investors.

Everyone knows the third example; They are the Zeiss workers from Jena, 

who were "taken along" to Heidenheim in Wuerttemberg by the Americans. uuroiusly , 

one Heidenheim native remained with the new oommunistic company in Jena; and a 

third group has been working for six years in moscow. Thus three ^eiss companies 
have originated from the one.

These cases, which everyone c  n multiply from his knowledge or the past
for

century, are the real sources of the biology of industry, it’or this one does not 

need the fashionable shatter about teames, managers, and group dynamics at all.

The people , whom the enterpriser must acknowledge as his collaborators 
are really parts of himself, .he collaborators are no? at all the same as those 
who are employed in managerial positions. ,, foreman may be a collaborator, and a
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vice- president may be a parasite, Salaries, titles, ranks don’t count. You edfeit 

if you are indispensable for the next start. Collaborators are to a company what 

free citizens are to t^e living canton in .witzerland. .doth can be defined exact

ly/® , citizen is that memeber of the community who, after the destruction of his 

city, is able to help recfeste it on bis own. ., collaborator is a person in fete" 

a company who, after its destruction, rebuild it.

;,t this point our earlier discussion about the three levels of life 

proves relevant. Here are the three levels of:

(1) creative life C CL 

(S) organic life “*

, 3) o rB e m ^ l .a s s e s  O f ^
When the community perishes, level (1) stands out uppermost for it 

rebirth. Since our political economists tried to derive levels one and two from the 

lowest, the third, they were unable to distinguish between workers and collaborators! 

even less were they able to pose, much less to sdlve the problem concerning the abili 

ty to reproduce. But thi^i's precisely the question above all other questions for the 

management of industry. The "liber«L1" economics doctrine does not at all obtain its 

character from the principle of the"freedom " of existing companies. Its character 

stems from the freedom of unborn enterprises- to come to life. Bor this reason collab- 

orators of existing companies have continuously gone over^the newly ̂ founded companies
over the past 150 years.

The power of their loins to reproduce is the secret of industrial growth 
WW i ubrt lliernr 11U giiroth uuuaTO,-Just--as well.

We have said, that one can recognize true citizens by their ability 

to restore their ruined city. True collaborators are able to start up the company 
again at any place and at any time. Thus it follows that such able citizens and dar

ing collaborators are basically different from ord inary citizens and run of the mill 

workers|jrue citizens and collaborators possess that heroic quality of the first Jpen-



eration, in .which the living man and his job are completely united— as in Julius 

Caesar. The word //Kaiser" (emperor) comes from Caesar. In his lifetime he was still 

Gaius Julius Caesar, but also already "Kaiser". Two phases and two steps in one—  

this defines, and is indispensable to^, the heroic. Only those forms of life are 

permanent in which during times of need the two steps can again from time to time 
be simultaniuo^sly personified by the same individual, ^ny lover experiences exstasy 

or he is impotent, why don’t we generalize this stupendous fact in thousand ways, 

our potency transfuses all our actions and ideas. After 1945 German industry has 

rebuilt itself by regress on the heroic phase of industry and it owns its salvation 

to this twofold return to life as one’s office and to on’s office as life. This 

doubling also characterized the heroic age of the founding fathers, in the middle 

of the 19 th century on both sides of the Atlantic.

Thus,after 1945 again it was not the arbitrary action of an individual 

which went on a rampage. What came to view has been rather the senatorial preced

ence of creative of collaboratioria1 staffs ofer those plebeians who are merely em

ployed .
In the broader sense there are only employees and workers in so far 

or
as a staff member employs them acsd gives them work. -This explains that mysterious 

contemporary term: "employer" (*work-giver"). For, "does not the so-called ’workman’ 

give his work to the factory?" Social reformers often asked, ‘■‘•'his intellectual joke 

bypasses the point of intersection in a company’s lines ofpower. The enterpriser delg 

egates collaborators into workshops. They are asmuch his legates as a pope’s legate. 

In cannon law any student has to learn that a "legate a latere" is not just an am

bassador of the Rtaan Pope. The pope has ambassadors too but a legate a latere is 

there as though the pope was present in person. He wields the pope's majestic powers. 

When the Roman church after 1046 became the Church Universal, the papal legates a 

latere had to be invented so that the ecclesiastical machinery of a whole world
could be made to function as one worldwide corporation. This creed of the church 
nowadays is imitated
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by the credit system of our banks. Once their facotry ipanagers are accredited, they

are capital’s legates, and not isolated individuals. i'his is proven by their havihg
a staff that functions with absolute certainty as one single instrument. The manager

who is accredited at the bank, who is trusted by his collaborators as being accep- 
to

table the credit system., embodies a unity of staff solidarity, which is in con

trast to the loose j relation between the boss and his hired hands, ^hy is this con

trast so deliberately overlooked, in our textbooks? How pften this manager depends 

on his staff even better than on his own frail person! The reader himself must know 

many such cases where the head leans heavily on the more energetic or less imp- 

pressionable secretary or aide. It is fair to say that the ’chef* would be lost 

without these implements to his own capacity. He only can organise the organisation 

as long as these organizing energies are available to him. To call these organizing 

elements workers or employees, is futile. The boss may do so from vanity or- usually- 

from colorblindness: he only has heard of himself as the boss and all the rest can 

be hired and fired. But this bookkeeper mentality does not take him beyond the next 

lunch hour.‘ho helps out while he has indigestion? as Eve was not the concubine but 

the helpmate, or as the new Hebrew experts tell us his vis-a vis - -.dam enlarged his 

frail constitution by her devotion and so do we. Even the advertising firm on Madison 

Avenue has these unadolterized helpmates. In the British Government it is well known 

that it could not function without innumerable

"unrecognized Services”.

The ridiculous negation of this central axis of any organization the 

secret axis of its invisible organizing magic - was reached whan for a century the in 

dustrial bookkeeper was allowed to label the wages paid to the piece worker "prod

uctive” wages, and the wages paid to his superiors, fforeman, master, controller) 

^unproductive wages". Truly, absurdity could not ascend higher and this method of 
bookkeeping has done more to poison industry than all communism or anarchism and 

revolutiarism put together. Church Elders, charitable ladies", ministers, and bishops,
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physicians and social scientists, tolerated this blasphemy of the book keeper 

for a century. They did not even know that blasphemy was possible in labor rel

ations; They looked for dt in the three letter word g o d .  But is it not blasphemy 

to call the vicar’s affection, responsibility, interest, decision, loyalty, sacrif

ices "unproductive”? How could a church service whose members did not know what 

blasphemy is? They still don't seem to know it. The social question in USA is not 

labor exeept may be for some of their extravagant demands. The tragedy in the industry 

of USA is with its Vicepresidents I

In the big firms of USA, the vicepresident signs a document to be deposited 

with their President which runs by and large: "I herewith sign away all ray legal 

rights as to being given notice. I can be fired wihout any reclamation on my part, 

on the spur of the moment. ” This reminds of the murder of ell ithe princes in the 

family of e Turkish sultan, once, his successor was determined, all the other princ

es were strangled.

To return from the poor vicepresidents to the more secure members of a 

staff, he now shall retain the rather startling result that collaborators can not 

be organized. , despite the prevailing wrong doctrine. xhey cannot because they must 

do the organizing. \s organized they would be mere children. But as organizers they muA 

have reached aqsx±jt spiritual puberty -the prudishness of our bourgeois society 

has not admitted such trutji. But the fact is: they themselves are the organizers.

Just as a wife ahas the keys while her husband is gone, so the collaborator has the 

same power ofer the particular workshop which the enterpriser has over the entire 

company, .herever this is not understood, the company beoomes a bureaucratic mess.

The master craftsman in upper Bavaria who achieved that record reduction of defec

tive goods below any percentage ever achieved organized his workshop with new in
experienced workers, ne trained them from the beginning to turn out a flawless 
product. This ability to recruit and train proved his senatorial rank as a collab

orator. Bor, he did not follow the standard experiences. He recruited and trained



exactly as many "labor forces" as could be organized in his workshop* If he would

overstep these bounds the workshop would fall to pieces. Thus it is wrong to say

that this master craftsman's workshop could hire X numbers of workers in case the

company should expand. The dream that"more is the same as better "is finished as

soon as the collaborator is understood as the point of intersection of the forces
any

of life and death, keeping 10,000 workers busy no longer makes sense. The ratio 

between collabor tors and laborers is much more important in determining the firm's 

chances of success."Ten Thousand" can be a pronouncement of the death sentence; 

or it could be the highest praise for the living stqff of collaborators.

Thus a woikshop can only be organized when at least one collaborator 

can be detailed into it. The constant exchange from the staff to the workshop and 

vice-versa is a part of business just as much as is the exchange between staff and 

front-line officers in the army.

The collaborators compose the staff that can organize the workshops, 

offices, and branches. They must know the secret that whatever one of them knows 

or experiences will be of benefit to the whole company. In this the staff is a vit

al organism that mocks all forms that are merely legal, v.e can l&arn from the staff 

something that our politicians have forgotten: that monarchy, aristocracy, democracy 

and dictatorship are merely second-class formulations of man's perpetual need to 

rule. A staff of co&laboratnra can be structured in any one of these four systems 

without altering the firm's accomplishment^ : its power to create. In one factory 

there may be a capable dictator with his faithful followers. h. not her may he direc

ted by a committee like an exclusive club. Or again, a sort of egalitarian democracy 

may alternately assign the collaborators to garious tasks during different periods, 

imd I can think of a vivid case in which a gigantic firm is ruled in a monachics 1 

form by fathers and sons—  three founding fathers and four inheriting sons. The staff 
cannot be understood if today's political talk about democracy in business, the right 

to participate in decisions, the position of the"master-of-the-hous© ", and the ent 

erpriser's initiative,keeps pouting down on us.



These are all formal categories. To a genuine marriage it is completely inconsequ-
/ k cu

entmal whe/c/bher the husband or the wife is boss^ p  is trut® that tir^creative staff

can be either furthered or set back by legal forms. But the staff is a ore-legal

fact, without which there can be no industry. Only through tfe®J^tsff is mortal man

able to compensate for his own mortality. God is all present and eternal; we are

p$Ly/on'jĵ Qfght hour day^y before and after, we dissolve into shadows. Thus companies

are founded on the semi-divine secret that today's life right here can be stretched

to tomorrow over there by representation; the spirit of the firm can be made present
i‘ ( T k * . cRff"perpetually I Collaborat ion makes both today and tomorrow eut of today, and Bgbft v 

here end thereffrom here, mere work dtssss^xothing of the kind, work is natural, but

collaboration is miraculous; through it we gain a small piece of ubiquity and a slice
Ol»«y cRa~ • 0 ou&h&kcĵ y Ao^a, (
or eternity.jSuh work can only create heaps of here and now. It possesses no mirac

ulous quality. Each collaborator, however, has command ofer spaces and times. In 

contrast the mass suecombs to the spaces and the times as the collaborator^ sets it 

down within them or, to put it another way: the mass must fit into factory spaces 

and times i n  such a way as the collaborator may choose to arrange them. Therefore 
he is in fact the employer (work-giver) because he creates its opportunities within 

the frame of spaces and times: he determines the hour and the place.

-as soon as one tries to establish distinctions between the staff of 

collaborators and the organized masses, one is forced to raise new questions:

(1) First of all only the question of the company’s optium, rather than 

its maximum, size will become important, The staff dictates that which is best, not 

that which is biggest. Thus every company gains an appropriate shape, that is der

ived from the vitality of its st ff rather than from the slide rule of the cost ac

countant's office. Through this yardstick the companies are profiled. It is useless 

to brag about the fabulous numbers of peraonnll in a giant company, may it not be 

ruined by its very size? In such a giant the collaborators probably have not active
ly penetrated and instilled their sense of shape and measure, of rythm and style, jrfsa 

their way of doing things. "That’s the way we are doing things here",any member of



of a living entity Bust be able to say proudly!

(2) The life  of any company slacks off around, the periphery. I f  you attempt to un

cover the secret of a company by testing the last hired hand*s degree of efficiency, 

you may go terribly wrong. Life pulses at its  strongest nearer the center* In due 

time it may be possible to probe the intensity at the fa rest periphery. The arteries

run from the min office to the workshops and from the workshops and the Mil of
corporate

the travelling salesmpm the decisive metabolism takes place throuth which this o r a l  

business derives its uniqueness.

(3) Collaborators end enterprisers do not stand in opposition to one another any 

more than father and daughter or husband and wife stand in opposition to each other# 

Here there can be no contractual relationship.

The analysts have persuaded themselves that the family relations could be ex

plained on the basis of enmity, love, jealousy as between the atoms of our industrial 

society; this is utter nonsense. They are partners as a l l  real parents and children 

know. Partners may, for instance, sign contracts, like mere individuals as couples 

nay do when they get married. Bit a marriage contract is only an appendage or cod

ic i l  of a marriage! When the married partners can only invoke the marriage contract 
the marriage i ts e lf  already is dead. This third point is incomprehensible to those 

sociologists ,who are unaware that fecundity is the sign of any advanced form of l i fe .  

By fecundity we survive, not by longevity! ’’Thinkers” often speaking of love, faith 
and hope think that is sentimental boasting. But love, faith and hope are in fact 

bionmaical orders the establish lasting times end spaces .Love, hope and faith are 

much more than health# And this point 3, because i t  is the moat unknown point, is 

thus the turning point in company orgenization# I f  someone will expand on this fact 

thatcollaboretors multiply themselves and therefore never can wish to destroy each 
other, he w ill learn a recolutionary rule# What might that be? Well, discoveries are 

made by the s ta ff that ere quite compelling. Every mastering of "here" and "there", 

of today and tomorrow, raises us to that rank of humanity in which the spirit en-



nobles animal bodies so that they serve immortal purposes. And at this level
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envy and the narrow-minded grudge fall silent. To accomplish their duties officials 
must grant their collegues what they wish for themselves. The main staff of a company 

that admits its collaboratorial nature would be forced by this to wish all of its 

privileges to be extended to the subordinate staffs as much as possible.The prin

ces , the vicepresidents would not have to be murdered.

What does this mean from a practical point of view*? Well, the higher life is 

nib charitable institution. To do /"good” to the workers by means of higher wages, 

larger pensions, stores in stocks, and by company housing might relieve some uneasy 

consciences, m t such "benefitting" has nothing to do with the higher life because 

such social practice is only attempting to lighten or improve the lot of the others—  

the eternal "others”.

We protest,and we have been protesting for thirty yea»s, the passing out

of these well-intended bandages as a means for industrial recovery, sife is only

whole if it can be lived in heedless innocence— to this point in Luke 5. An industry

is healthy when xkxwxsrhExxkgxiExarlx the main staff wishes to impart its innermost

core to all subordinate staffs, and to grant them what it has demanded for itself:

the free disposition over its work time and its work space. The gradual growth.
The gradual growth of a company is no act of charity, but rather the direct result

of the recognition of the living process whithin the company. Thus the complete life
re

is life that rejoices in its kind witout restraint because it lets the kind produce 

itself in many species. Just 4s #ith the military, industrial striking-power has draf

ted masses, but because of the view of these vast masses which were drafted industey 

industry has neglected the source of its striking-power by which it formerly ruled. 

The last four decades of world wars supplemented the usual incentives of industry 

by patriotism, sy this industry has been given a period of grace if they will! have 
set the real experience of striking power over against their wrong spectacles through 
which the capitalists themselves followed ioarx by only seeing the "masses"; For this 
reason the president of the uerman Society of Manufactureres, Mr. von Borsig, oriee
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asked me to its annual meeting, Eor, he said, all this talk of masses does not fit 

my experience in my own factory. When my grandfather came to Berlin, 89̂  soon the 

workers of Borsig were ^very distinct family. The world vs r̂s did this again as in 

the early,heroic period. And thus, the main staff and branch can recognize each 

other again all over the nation without envy, and thereupon may be that this has been 

the main reason for world War 1 and II all over the country we grant each other the 

same mastery over spaces end times, ss in the period of founding.

Thus the former principle of the social debate should be reversed. Until

now the enterpriser has agreed to compensate the function of th^l/10,000’8 of his

personnel, which he assumed was set over against him as labor against capital. This

led at best to the nonsense about making''others"" happy", back to the primitive sus- 
But labor is the capitalist's most impoxthnt capitalJ 

pic ion of placing Capital over against LaborV^A New England tax consultant was called

up from Chicago by a shaking customer, shaking with terror. Ais factory had unionized® 
ITWhat shall I do?" "Treat the unionizer exactly as you would treat your best 

customer; have lunch with him',' he replied.

/We have started out with the partner, ^nd he is just like I am . From the 

very beginning I should assume that my partner has the same weaknesses as I have.

Thus, what is right for the main staff, is also fair for the various branches of 

the company. Every now and then the director and his collaborators should stay home, 

or take a trip, or do their work somewhere else, so that the company can renww it

self. Instead of war, peace will enter into industry if as many collaboretorial 

staffs as possible feel themselves equally summoned to their daily renewal by the 

company, just as the father endow® his daughter, so the central office of a company 

enters into partnership with its branch offices. The road toward continued education 

and propagation does not go from below to the top, but from abovejtowards the bottom. 
*Qr it remains a jungle interrupted by strikes and slander.
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The Precedent.
The future genealogical or briefer still, the genetic, characteristic 

of ir.ii.stry will either bring peace between partners or it will sink and ero aground 
due to its hyper-organization of mere masses, unions, chambers of commerce. But 
the times are favorable, ie have irons ..through the most dangerous period, 
marxism and croup mechanics and the Taylor System have probably lost their halo 
as the roads to salvation. The expansion of companies to optima instead of into 

maxima is awaiting its technical penetration. As my writings and others have 
often shown, the fearful agrarian crisis will force even the wildest reform 
to move out into the open country with as many business organization's as possible.

Thus I will cbse with only one precedent. Although all this has happened 
once before, no one wants to acknowledge it. Between A.D. 1000 and 12̂ 0 around 
p,000 cities and 20,000 new stone castles were built in Central Surope. The 
then recent discovery of the horse harness made construction of these stone 
buildings possible everywhere for the first time. These relationships between 
technology and settlement are illustrated in my Surop&ischer Revolutionen und der 
Charakter der Nationen (Stuttgart 1̂ 61). But the historians of our schoolbooks 
still ramble on without even mentioning this# cause of, what they call, feudalism. 
The new technology from 10̂ 0 onward made it po sible for men in the lower 
military ranks to have their own castles in feudal tenure. Hence, many different 
ranks could now appear. Instead of the gigantic palaces - with their barracks 
stereotypes, barracks stables, and barracks bunks -thousands of castles sprang 
up in which small companies or platoons could act independently with greater 
efficiency.

The feudal rights in these new castles replaced the centralized 

despotism of the older vassalage. Romanticism has dimmed our view toward this 
tremendous liberation of the Middle Ages. It could not distinguish. It trans
figured everything: the good and the bad, the beginning and the end. And it 
was quite able to contrast the castle inhabitants' emancipation with its tremendous
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sociological impact and the previous retinues in the lord's hall. Hundreds of

Thanes had crowded such a hall in 1C00 A.D. But by H O C  a mere score occupied

each of the innumerable nr.; stone castles or every hillock of Europe. Our "Hew

Occident" has to look too deeply into the hellish abyss of actual events to be

pleased with romantic embellishments. If there really is to be a New Occident,

then we must climb to our future castles on the top just as bravely as they did

in the Middle A°-es. Today's battlefield is technology. Its posing as "science"

carrot hide tha fact that we are moving through trial and error. The Crusades

used to provide the battlefield. The endless feuds symbolize the madness of the

vassals in their competition. But the antidote to this madness was found. Emperors

and kin i t s  knighted their own sons as vassals. This signified the emancipation
IS H

of the former Knaves. Acceding to the managers of f i i i s time, the royal heir

apparent thus became a partner, a knirht among other knights. And a hundred

thou santL men won a free sphere of action each in his new castle, and a meaningful

life. Loyalty was able to reproduce itself in every act. The company commanders,

al sipo- 'with til sir coup anions, acquired self government over their castles.
n >i

If .the 'staff", this transient clan which is the vital core of any center 

of Production because it assures collaboration, is recognized for its secret power 

to reproduce, then the peace treaty in the world- of labor is in sight. Then 

organic life may penetrate into the organized masses. And instead of the cult 

of the golden or the iron calf there will reign ac-ain the creative truth 'which 

determines that in the midst of a most fragile 'and temporal life we may ’.weave the 

immortal mart of the godhead.

./ho o-'ns the Factory?

The False Aristotle.

Capital end 1 .door -ere only joined together economically is" they produce

col labor-tors , b ac .a; - e on 1 y coll abor sto r s earn that profit whi ch makes possi bis

the building of branch offices, now enterprises and qualified succession. d’i thout

these three res wits the business is (economically "c rth while. For too long a time
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the e conor.! sir h :„ve •'ll ently iTTUî st! * z h ese three requirements of raining "rot 

They ha V3 al ’ays been ::.t work. They take precedence over both dividends and 

•-/a---e 3. Thy' mnk 3 both r smur srative. They also ^recede logically the merchandise 

bee -.me it is only due to tbs collaborators that the production of merchandise

car be increased or regulated.

Thij ir.si-ht brings a Dental revolution into the furthest corners of our 

echo .-1 rooms nr.d into the snail sot footnotes of our textbooks. This revolution 

has been avoided for over a century non; and therefore millions .are still learnin

two "re-.t falsehoods.

g s . 3 fy.-’t f-1 ’roc the individual person follow

conmuni ty 

s t s t e

as ■’•rouns of ascendin'- im>o rtanc a . It i s 

sa-e of Aristotl 3 3 1 Politic 

students' head

'written like this on the v = i».n j
, v v

fi v i

________ this i s (intermittently being drummed into the

Ba t  fksL wijjfU. 7° fh®
But it is silently assumed when

Ic ift& c  J!h~ t fh a, <*- c
y  The/second falsehood is not even voiced.

the most important of all questions is raised: to whom does the company belong? 

Private versus collective o w n e r s h i o f  the means of production has been put on 

trial since Proudhon's "Prowsrty is thievery". Already in If'pO Guiseo.pe 

Ferrari (lAll-lc7a) cried out: "Our century is raising the problem of ownership". 

Demonic Co.muni am, th..t ’ no one may own anythin"-, the taxing away of property - to 

the point of confiscation - in the inheritance taxes of all Western lands, the 

successful German reconstruction from 1°45 to 10-<0, the cl aim ( t o  take part in

deciaion-rnaking - all of these ati eupto obviously place tremendous cuestion marks

behind the cord " property" .

The smallest factory cannot close up today without a loud outcry. 

Companies ;re largely removed from private discretion. To whom do they belong? 

The convulsirg of our sense of ju-tice finds expression on all sides: with the 

lawyers _r th it they only regard themselves as handymen of the business groups,



and t-retend not to kncw about justice; a'ith younq enter?risere •■'ho imagine that 

human -lenity has b son placed solely into their hands; ad th youn^ union oeonle 

•/ho vruld alnoat h. ve participated in s politically inspired general strike, 

only to discover the fadin'' of their sense of justice —  but no clarity.

The question 11 To whoa does the company belong?" and the nuestion "Unon 

which units can our social life be founded?" are related to one another. First 

v/s must discard the mortgage from classical antiouity which chokes our thinking. 

Then the question "To whom does the company belong?" will assume another meaning.

Point One; Vith undying faithfulness it is taught in all forms of 

traditional schoolin'' that social life is founded upon:

This is just as true or untrue as if I would say that the army is founded upon:

ment is becoming unbearable and dangerous today because through these favorite 

common-places we have forgotten how the companies reach into states, cities and 

families. A house is no company; neither is a company a house. Our cities are not 

made out of companies. But the company extends out of the entire economy through 

branches of the economy and local firms into the village and the family. Thanks 

to the technical and scientific basis of our methods of production, the whole is 

raised above its parts. The life-span of every company is determined by the l *7 

’.•hole cosmos of industry. The life-span of any one center of production is 

measured according to how the company’s raw goods, processes and location correspond 

to the present state of technical development.

men

communities

states.

recruits

platoons,

companie

regiments.

Both, th&s^are rsther bland. At best, they are useless. But the state-
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Modern economy, because it is based on a perpetually processing technologyP

is 1 ...rger than all its parts added together. It is not the division of labor 

i side one company v/hich leads to a world economy. It is much more the world

wide character of technical science which forces the unceasing redivision of 

labor in production branches and companies. Technical science is a child of world 

wide science; and here the whole of nature is looked upon as a single area. Unity 

is anticipated by technology. All the existing centers of production are

constantly tested by this dynamic yardstick of future unification.
»>

An ancient oikos - economy is derived from this Greek term - had been 

a household that produced for itself, as far as was possible, all the things 

which were needed daily. It was dependent upon the market only to the smallest 

possible extent. This state of affairs ended by 1700. Nowadays there are no 

separate households. Any company relies unon other companies. Therefore it 

specializes in as few products as possible; other companies will surpass it 

in so far as they are able to specialize even more daringly. Thus the company 

reaches down from the whole producing universe into the smallest areas and 

groups. The complete antithesis between heathen political science and'today’s 

economy can be shown in this graphic confrontation:

~"7 %  Alliances of countries

Antiquity and pagan philosophizing 4. Countries - Kingdoms

saw and see: , ' %  Communities - Cities

2. Oikos - Patriarchs 

1. Individual - Robinsons

a. Universal economy

Our own technological \. b. Branches of the economy

reality conceives of: c. enterprises

d. Factories.

e. Co-operative fellowships

This means that today's econo:, y is nowhere composed of houses, or countries or



or communities; but the old dresk word olkos ir oikonomy-economy is today applied

to the whole: nation, society and planet. In Xenophon the only oikonomist was the 

nan -..'ho 11 kepthouse" with his vi f e , servant and maid. In today's economy the whole 

world keens house and vs, individuals or homemakers, and our "home economics" 

are second rate economi eifj , puny and servile.

Mankind keeps house; mankind squanders. Xven today these«two sentences 

are more meaningful than the analysis of a single individual who saves or goes 

into debt, dhoever ?oes into debt during an inflation is wise. Thus it is im

possible any longer to ascribe certai- actions to a particular individual in order 

to discover their meaning. These actions change in meaning according'to the context 

of the entire economy. Squander during inflation, save during deflation. He who" 

cannot learn this lives ir a prescientific dream world. The intimate nroup of 

oarerts and children, the household community of servant and maid, ox and ass —

.•/hich 'cere the corner-stone of the economy in Xenophon' s' age —  are breaking up 

in today's economy. ’e all live in broken-down households! .'/by does every second 

^irl wise to become an air stewardess? Because in this function our world economy 

has created the first fitting symbol of its finality. ':le all will have to follww 

suit into line economy! v is all shall behave as employees of planet

Ohurch and iconomy.

I cant to sho--’ the reader the full force of the course of events so that 

he will not assume that it is a transitory condition or a whim of histor 

Please, no romanticism. For the past one thousand years there has been a great 

struggle, aimed at displacing and dislodging the o i ko s. The small farmer was supposed 

to quit and a mankind better united in the struggle with nature was to take over.

The political historians were only able to overlook this struggle because it v/as 

concerned with the church as well as houses. The political historians had their 

gaze fixed upon the countries and nations. They neglected the church. They 

considered the individual households to be nearly unchangeable. The political 

historians are like weights of lead oreventing our free movement. There is a



diagram in :ny book "The Driving Power of '/e stern Civilization" which compares 

our u~3 with the a^e of the emperor Henry the Saint (1002-1024), Hors one can 

393 the inevitability of this msrch of events through ore thousand years. For 

Smperor Henry II ths church was one; but the domestic economies were variously 

adjusted accordir g to each place or area. In every imperial jiallfs everything 

was stocked up in reserve, and in every one everything had to be produced; from 

candles to cheese, from textiles to parchments. But for the spirit there 'was only 

the one Sternal Rome. If we briefly call the church the eternal, and the economy 

the daily, order of a people, then in Anno -Domini 1000, the everyday was 

localized -and the eternal was universalized. Today everyday business has become 

universal whereas the eternal things have to become virginal or original in the 

smallist croups —  with an interdenominational marriage being looked upon as one 

of the most sublize challenges of life. Valid according to canonical la's, such a 

bond compresses the far-distant poles of heaven into the smallest hut. And in a 

true marriage these Partners must become of one faith, which will be as unique as 

it will be sublime; no Cardinal has any right to question its uniqueness. It is a 

sacrament!

And indeed from A.D. 1000 until today it has so happened that in each 

century the economy has become more generally ordered, whereas the faith has 

become more personal and intimate. ^The confessing churches' sliding back into
avdlA ud t  bg, j  x

large national churches *^»©4r|'?!oTlowing the guidance of the Holy Spirit.y

I . 1000 T h e ho 1 y enreror.

Countless imperial palaces One universal church

III5f0 tin Luther

Many agricultural economies Few national churches

III. 17oC John ,/esley

colonial economies Many sects

IV. IBpO Kierkegaard

lach man claims his own church.A worldwide economy



Result: Around A.D. 10CC the church was univ ?ral and the economies sere individual,,

Today the economy is universal and the churches are individual. For us the 

economy is worldwide, and relip-ion has become the sacrament of two or three fathered 

together in God's tri-une name.

Today I am perhaps not the only one who can see wh -t k i d  of explosion 

will have to occur when me are technically dependent upon one another and yet

no two people have exactly the same faith. Therefore in 1°50 the Question is raised

anew: what is really a counterpole against Stalin for the economy? What is still 

personal? Certainly, the vice-presidents are not considered persons! Thus today 

we are searching for some counterpole against the single worldwide economy. The 

individual, the philosopher, the single laborer —  they cannot become the count erode 

because the church and the economy have chanyed places. Remember then, that the 

church has never been made up of individuals. The church, where or when it exists, 

is always a corporate bond of love between souls. But fortunately the place

of the universal church of A.D.100C and the d a c e  of today's universal economy can

be mutually explained. Instead of the sinyle castle, which was once necessary for

rewira- the beer and providing quarters for the cavalry, v.fe must insert today the
true

smallest pro up of the faithful: it consists of any staff ofy(co 11 abo rato r s. It is,

however, not a pay envelop unit. Instead, it is that col1aboratorial staff which 

is no Ion -er explicable by the salaries -paid by the company itself, but which, 

in reverse, enables the company to pay salaries! V/ithout it the econo^iy would be 

out of its -its, because- this staff is the source out of which new companies
£ y

constantly come to be founded. It constitutes a renewing power whichJxs at work in 

perpetuity.

Once one is able to recognize this exchange of roles, it becomes clear 

that our inventory is basically the same as it was yesterday. Both Church and 

ijJconor.y must be balanced off aycinst one another because the latter is the organized 

labor group whereas the church is the totality of the organic yroups of trust. Only 

as long as the latter exist car the former be organized. "In God we trust; all 

others pay cash" nay be true for the bank. It has never been true in life!

56
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It can be further shown that the persons who today asks "To whom does

the company belong?" is posing the same question which arose after A.D. 1000.

Only then the Question was "To whom does the Church belong?" In those days there

seemed to be widespread private ownership of the churches just as today there seems

to be private ownership of companies. And the unforeseen struggle over investiture
immense.

was then solved ’-/hen it was realized that the ̂ question had not been properly posed. 

One thousand years a^o there was no answer to the question "To 'whom dow» the 

Churchy belong?" Today’s question is "To whom does the company belong?" And again 

no answer exists. Cur daily bread may be prayed for; belong to mortals it cannot!

To -who.: does the family belong? To whom does the state belong? To whom 

does science belong? To whom belong the arts? ^o whom does the community belong? 

Such questions ear only bo raised by a fool who no longer pays attention to the 

meaning of "belong".

"To belong to" always points to that person whose subsidiary appendages 

we are because he has something to say. The question about belonging is always 

only meaningful if we know who has something to say among cognates or relatives.

The family belongs to no ons^ the state belongs to no one. But in the state and in 

the family the members listen to one another because they all have something to 

say. They are bundles of relatives; they are knots of roots.

So does rot the company belorg to anyone? Sasv: we do not know yet. But 

we can at least take a step toward gaining the inner freedom and the ri"ht to raise 

this question.

Industry’s Procreative Power

The original "-roups do r.ot belong to anyone because they are the very 

groups which have something to say. Through this their reproductive power is 

expressed. One cannot put a policeman behind every member of the state, or a 

"•overness behind every member of the family. They are much more sovereign members,- 

who have something to say in the name of the state or of the family, to which the

others will 1 istenj .CferhaUoh *
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ana there is no re ben ind th &  thar the reader mitht suppose. One example 

fror. politics v/ill show him that this decisive background is nearly always lacking.

A discussion arose in America in l̂ jc) in regard to educating unemployed young people 

to become --ood citizens. At a conference of seventy Civilian Conserve,tion Corps 

educators this gospel was proclainsd: "a citizen is a man who is profitably 

enaloyed" . The entire desnair over the decade of economic crisis (1 0 2 0 -1 0 5 0 ) is 

expressed in thi ? sentence, because civil right3 seemed to be equated with the lentil 

soup of receiving a pob in a company. "A citizen is a person ••/ho is paid for 

his work” we '• ’’reclaimed in free Air. erica in the presence and with the approval 

of the federal Commissioner of education |

,h ’ s not a’y one a:ih;cr.ed to amert this as a definition of citizenship? 

Certainly, my disagreement was expressed. Ar.d I orsvailed. I took the highest

funct ion of a citi:sen, rather than the 10 '-'e at ? as a fcas is for defining him. Great

- ■; the surp ri e 3 ;  the compelling conolusion •:!as res chad: ths.t man is a full

ci tin en '/ho i ’ ■ Cap abl 3 of brin"‘iv:g a city bac to life after it has been destroyed.

A . finiiau 3 , maximum

citi sen i a  person Wi l O A citizen is a n er son ’who
:o rk s  .for wa-’-es can rebuild his or her city.

The i rare a idle Defirilion A di,:1 : O t 0on si dor ediste

oh .iracter, h alf or eature, half ere ati v:3 . I  f 4- .ne at at 0 ’-’ere immortal , then of

conrs e its inh edit r , r m  w n a l d  h a  , rol v cffic1al s '-/ho take orders. fit our

families, ohurcimn, communities and countries are threatened with death. The

heroic member must act to renew all those very frail, aye mortal, groups. Any

community is dependent upon the feuniiirw- sacrifice of that member as he acts to

re-establish : t . Therefore, although the state does not "belong" to any citizen;

yet a citizen can arirr- it back to life from his sacrifice of life, by which
ts

he prove:- rhere he "belong^. In this respect all communities are dependent upon 

tneir members. 'Therefore all those who are capable of renewing the group are in 

fact those who compose the group. Free citizens, not walls, defend the city.

The state belor- 3 to no ore; but its members hear its call. Thereby our



uncertainty uwut 11.3 1-3' :j is clafified. The:' acre thought to

cor si st of 1,000 workers, 100 lathes, ate., etc. But the company cor cists of those

re or sho coo a tort it up "•air after it:: destruction. All tho others errs loaning 

or tiro so . .feta..

Trie i roc ioly tho axveri erase of tho Lest decades —  Tith tlioir 

.tu.0 3r.icr. • so ..rtf:" ip ...•’■.air of css'enios, The man oho started tho coiaro.ny m: 

a-uin dor: not cor tho company; ho i_s tho company. Ly "later dor.: not one our 

family; but Ocd knows th- t without her -our family -mould have lorm since ceased to 

sxi :t »

Thus if one look behind tho everyday life of companies at their reproduction, 

then no ::ill discover the future source of lam in industry and in the economy; 

becaiuso mo will recognize admit justice demands. The community must -rant rights to 

the prrscr to ehon it ones its life; because he does mors than his calculable duty, 

is are told that performing duties leads to more rights. But the pioneering 

performance of the person oho reproduces tho ethos of allegiance is the higher 

source of ri-nts. The laborer who does a ursscribed set of tasks day in and day 

out has fewer ri ghts than the collaborator who first assigns the tasks to the 

laborers*. His ri -ht stems from a hi gher sphere. The ri -ht s in a company belong 

to that person ■ dso has brought the company back to life. The basis of justice is 

never the everyday division of labor, but rather the necessity of the perpetual 

re-aivisi or of labor. This redivision is overlooked by popular Liberalism and

.a why the world economy will only live so Iona as it 

r/.trenely close-knit groups: collaboratorial staffs.

5°

popular L arxiem. And. this

continues to p ro du c 3 those

The compa 4->o0)o>>£ belon

its steel and bricks car a

economy is regenerated by volunteers from North America, who infuse new life into

it; the: are not paid I. (l)

(1) sec  my book "Dienst auf dam Planeten". Stuttgart 1 •
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Thereby tbs mystical "capital" of the nineteenth cent® tty is organized 

into somst'.dng which is alive, having many gradations. It is rot like money 

or raw aroducts because no proprietor possesses it. It has a strange intermediate 

position, heir- neither subject nor object. Instead it is alive. I have named 

these carriers over the abyss of time "traject" and "preject", as they move 

outside the dead dichotomy of "subject" and "object". They follow and they

hand and of the of the economy on the other, might ideally exist as

stiffly alongside each other as Ricardo and Marx and the law conceived by them. 

Indeed, a.? late as 10^5 the United States Supreme Court decided that the labor 

force could be sold over the counter just like any other commodity! . Thus as 

l.xte as l°p5 the animation of companies was hindered by the law, or by that 

which nine old men had learned about it in their youth. In the ascending list 

of means of production (raw materials, sources of energy, cash, land, credit, 

ideas,capital), the "labor force" was grouped,by these veterans of John Marshall's 

days, under raw mat = rials - furthest removed from mini tal .

s& l existed for a Ion" ti:,e. The enterpriser seemed to have a factory, in which 

he hired a labor force. The personnel was the most transitory element in his

amassing of capital.

is beinm driver and managed. Neither right of inheritance nor good will makes 

a company president. He must be able to do his job just as -well as the lathe- 

operator doss his. Thus the enterpriser is no; being swallowed up by his company. 

His most vital power, the persuasive power to create branch companies, does not 

in itself belong to the enterpriser, but only in so far as he has become a 

partner within the company. Thus "capital" has been just as incorrectly defined 

up until now as has "labor force". Labor force treated in 1°55 as a commodity of

Labor and capital, the extreme minima of the labor force on the one
4

Thu far

But today the enterpriser's fate has caught up th him. He hfmself

"sells" was an optical illusion because "my" labor force andthe worker which he



”1” do not let ourselvos got chopped up into HI" , the legal subject, and "me” , 

the legal object. But capital, which according to economic theory is at my 

disposal, was also an optical illusion, because a part of this capital was the 

quality of my collaborators and the capability of my staff. This mystic unit 

has ueen called "the enterpriser's personality" by Say. But even he overlooked 

the fact that life is interaction among living people. Here man stops acting 

arbitrarily. He is rather incorporated,’ and he owes his vitality to his 

having been spliced into a group. Just as a worker is unable to dispose of his 

working power (it must be incorporated, unionized, hired and placed), so also 

the capitalist is unable to dispose of the circumstances through which he himself 

has become a piece of capital. He can only come to life through collaborators 

whom he can trust, from the next telephone .call to j/hiâ  third successory
/v£Xy (cct jl)

Therefore both sides of tne class strug have Dean falsely turned 

into abstract ghosts; and as abstract ghosts the law has treated them. Neither 

capital nor labor exists apart from their penetration into one another, just 

as there would be no married couples if the wife were only a *the

husband only a fetrshand. The wife has the rieht to a key and the husband has to 

cook in an emergency because both of them are human beings; but husband and wife 

they shall remain despite this interchange. Thua ?labor" and "capital" are 

the two furthest extremes among collaborators; and the more mere-capital and 

mere labor thet^F are the more fragile load the economy remains. The companies 

themselves, after the great nineteenth century flood, are like slowly deposited 

soil in which the truth can again come to light. And the truth is that as the 

companies become more and more productive, the less sense it will make for them 

to stress the conflict between capital and labor. The capitalist does not 

dispose of himself as capital; the worker does not dispose of himself as a 

labor force. Both maintain their opportunity only within the constellation 

of the company. The company exercises a power which forces both to unite as 

partners. And only within partnership can both gain the common characteristic 

which neither capital nor labor force has in itself (despite interest paid on



capital, and union fees), namely the characteristic of continuously creating 
i  7new clans for the company, tfithout this reproductive power industry is dead and

the economy is helpless. Something must happen to the capital which has

built up factory A with 25 men before it can move on to found factory B,

namely at least one worker in A must in the meantime have been transformed

into a collaborator who can either take over at A or be 3ent on to B. Until

now this has naively taken place again and again. But today it is beginning

to fail. Thus our explicit insight into the reproductive intermediate

procedures has become necessary. It looks on capital and labor as transitory

points which must continuously release themselves in a productive axploileiu
di seharg©/ertsp%4«**

It is the passion of any theory to force us within the confines of the
OLU

deadest element: tdw-
<n£h>?
Concept. This does not matter if every time the incon

ceivable still continues to happen; that we discover a vital element within
% ^ UcL\ c w c q a J*

ourselves^^5ne or two hundred years ago a theory 'was not very dangerous,

because the triumphal procession of giants and dwarfs (of industry) had just 

begun. Every day new companies were founded.

Today this power has stagnated. I encountered this fact in 1952 in a 

debate between German economists in Hamburg, where the founding of new com

panies never arose as a subject in a debate on economic policy. That was not
jsupposed to happen any longer. Apparently we have so many time-table companies

that many people are equating the already existing production buildings with

production itself. A living faith must one® again take possession of these con-
Thinly?

cents or they will strike us dead. A thoughtful person will assign tfeeKconcepts 

their places in the realm of the dead. For example, with capital and labor
by O' ft (T7'}jP

we are dividing/two concepts ffm'ich are never found to be divided in real life.

WxxxigkiiyxdixidgxihixxX At this moment, the incredibly crude assumptions of
«XO il̂ ria

capitalistic talk and Marxian theology do real harm. Ww»!i'iglitly divide ,LhIw X“
to that continually higher industrialization and the more perpetual re-division 

of labor which must take place. This process can only continue as long as 

capital and labor in a given company have vitally penetrated into on© another.
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Only after they have discharged themselves into one another can the new company 

receive from the parent company that trusted person to whom we owe the repro

ductive cower of industry (and indeed all future successes whatsoever).
C crttt-citr**  o£-4e~m i Qg- - d jtrte jin *  (¥*-Qdb-cr-c / <s. ,

' Today the separation between agriculture and industry has disappeared,^^ 

The production of milk is just as specialized as Adam Smith's' sewing-needle 

factory. Thus today even the farm is threatened with the lack of an inheritor.

To the members of one of my work camps, seven farmers of the neighbourhood 

offered their farms.

The supreme question for every company throughout the world today 

is the problem of succession into the collaboratorial "class". It has plagued 

Stalin and Malenkov just as much as it has bothered these farmers in the 

Swabian Alps, whose sons had died in World 'War II .

Therefore the rhythm which we have here described is compulsory for 

this world. Society divides into capital and labor whenever it is faced v/ith 

a new task. But it only divides so sharply into two opposites so that they 

may be blended anew together through the solving of each single task. Capital 

and labor must reproduce collaboraterial staffs or clans, because otherwise 

the collaboraterial staffs could not accomplish the next division and the 

next advance in the new encounter between capital- and labor. Our confidence 

rests upon them alone —  that the close-knit power of the group will develop 

to meet the demands of the vast world of technical science. The more each new 

company picks up merely temporary laborers in order to put them to work with 

worldwide capital funds, the wiser each old company must be in entrusting the 

built-in capital to proven collaborators *—  because both the capital and the 

workers have to be led to their common destiny in production.

But what is their common destiny? When they have ceased belonging to 

someone, they begin to acquire it. The more they cease belonging to someone, 

the more completely they have fulfilled their purpose. There the old company 

is productive, and also a following company, in which the differentiation 

between capital and labor can no longer be calculated because the entire labor



force is capable of becoming collaborators when the industry 

Thereby they have ascended to the rank of the most valuable capital* 

have become invaluable.

Capital and labor exchange places whenever the fruit of labor, the 

group or clan capable of forming branches, is perceived as the highest 

dividend of a company. The birth of a new company can never be explained with 

the mental tools of liberal or socialist thought, because both popular 

Liberalism and utopian Socialism have only been concerned with the everyday 

life of the economy. Martin Buber's new booklet "Paths in Utopia"is a good 

example of the most highly esteemed thinking of this type. It proceeds from 

the idea of production here and new. Why should not production be based upon 

good will, courtesy, and joy —  as in the Kibbutz in Palestine? Yes indeed, 

why not? Buber is charming and he is wrong. The rank of a living creature is 

not determined by its everyday life. Our rank is determined by the highest act 

which we are capable of achieving in exceptional cases. A citizen is the man 

who can make up for the destruction of his city by rebuilding it in a crisisl 

Very rarely is this necessary; but it is only because of this exceptional case 

that we grant every adult member the right to vote* If we were all asses - 

which we are often enough - then of course we would only eat and sleep. But 

in rare cases we ourselves are able to recreate country or to reproduce the 

means of production. The classification of our rank in production must orient 

itself according to this precedent. William James, America's greatest philosophe 

and psychologist, expressed it thusly; just because a human characteristic is 

only evidenced once in a lifetime, it is no less decisive than the everyday 

characteristics. It is rather just the opposite: the more rarely an accomplish

ment is necessary the more suitable it is for determining our full and true 

nature.

In politics the following rule has been quietly acknowledged among

peoples of all nations: "your poorest son may also prove your most faithful

one", (l) But only in the hard times after 19^5 did -the rule become so 
(l) a famour German poem of World War I.
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decisive in everyday economica that no on® may leave it out of his thoughts 
concerning the national economy without risking suicide*

The emperor Kero was admonished by his teacher Smsoat "you can 
murder all of us —  every©n® but your successor" • The wise business manager 

has now discovered that industry may exploit all the world*s raw materials 

except the successive elements which produce jobs —  which can expand, trans
form, and renew the process of production. These elements are no raw materials* 

which can be bought and exploited. Indeed they must be present before we can 
begin to find the way to any raw materials.

The man who helps to organise a company Is seising back the raw, 
formless materials of the world into the life-process of humanity. All at 

once, at the end of our long journey through the fragments of man, we find 

him standing before us again as a whole person. Through his co-operative 

labor he is seizing the raw materials back into the common life of the planet, 

tabor incorporates expired life into the living body of the human race, “To 

use", (vorbrauofaen) is closely related to “to neod" (brauohen), And produc
tion incorporates that which we need in order to sustain ourselves, When 

we consume, we resume our relations with "omitted" provinces of life. Any 

person who helps to determine a phase of production*s development, transplanting 

and transformation should have a voice in production.
The combines and staffs, these temporary "elans®, throw a light on the 

essence of labor which does not shlno to those who build their theories upon 

products, interest rates and the masses of raw material and labor forces. We 

have not paid attention to dead things, but rather to that which is alive? and 
now we can look on the work of their hands and fully comprehend its place in 

maintaining the world.

piling up on us: petroleum and coal were once alive. Granite was once a 
glowing firm like basalt. But now they have cooled down. The oxygen In oujp

«• are living in a universe which is half dead.

#
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air has come from living beings as they became corpses. Felix Ravaiseon 

already saw this more than one hundred years ages corpses cone behind living 
creatures. Thus our physicists ar® dealing with expired life —  with corpses 

which have breathed their last. And does not everybody know this law? Life 

precedes death I

Human labor brings these dead masses anew into our life process. 
Therefore we have had to apeak of incorporation. Matter must be re- 
incorporated. And this is meant by producing. The groups that can get this 
process of incorporation sturtad, keep it going, and expand it, they are price
less. And to them belongs that world that has a price, that can be boughti 
The “clans9 of the future society however are sovereign. Because In mutual 

trust, In plastic groups, in perpetual regrouping, they leave behind the 
individual state of mere bands and the mental state of mere reason. They re

present perpetual creation. Who will, can dare, to own thorn? They own their 
Creator*s world as they carry out his purpose.


